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A gargoyle from the late 19th century Blomfield building 
 

Summary 
Major changes 

• Large-scale construction projects at Palace Green Library  
• Award of a grant of £100,000 from MLA Museums Designation Development 

Fund for redisplay  
• The uncertainty about the continuation of HEFCE funding for the university 

museums will need to be addressed in our future planning.  
 
Celebrations 

• 50th anniversary of the founding of the Oriental Museum with the publication 
of Treasures of the Oriental Museum, a successful  exhibition and a series 
of events.  

• The return of Bishop Cosin’s Shakespeare First Folio after the trial and 
conviction of Raymond Scott in July 2010 for handling stolen goods. 

 
New arrivals 

• In March 2010 the University hosted a major event to celebrate the arrival of 
the Sir John Stainer archive.  

• Another notable music accession was that of the archive of former members 
of the Allegri String Quartet.  

• Dr Keith Gilroy, a regular donor, has added twenty-eight volumes this year to 
our printed collections, enhancing in particular our collections of private press 
material.  

• Some Chinese watercolours on pith paper were given by Mr Ifan Williams to 
add to the Oriental Museum’s collection and exhibited during the year 
alongside the existing collection.  

 
Academic support 

• A session for History academics introduced them to new collections and 
reaquainted them with established ones was delivered in the spring.  

• Subject links were made between SC collections web pages and the History 
Department’s research pages.  

• A reorganisation of the backroom space In the museums has enabled the 
provision of much more suitable spaces for student placements and 
volunteers to work.  

• Archaeology postgraduates from the Museums and Artefacts course 
contributed to a section of the golden jubilee exhibition. 
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Access and learning 
• A range of sessions have been developed, trialled and run at the Botanic 

Garden and new sessions have been developed at both Museums and 
Palace Green, many of which have benefited from project funding.  

• An innovative project, “Creating Community Archives”, carried out by 
Sarah Price in conjunction with the county record office, a local young 
offenders institute and a local old people’s lunch club, received 
commendations from Safe Ground (the community charity running the 
project) and the Prison Service. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Improving access 

• Successful migration of archive catalogues to new XML format. 
• A number of new online SC catalogues have been added to the web on 

completion and additions made to existing online ones.  
• Digitisation has continued at a steady pace.  
• A comprehensive list of the state of cataloguing of all the archive collections 

has been created. Plans are in hand to prioritise and tackle the backlog.  
• With the appointment of archivist Francis Gotto there are now in SC 

experienced cataloguers working in parallel on rare book and archive 
cataloguing backlogs – Alastair Fraser providing the historic book expertise.  

• Mrs Kathleen Wood’s bequest has enabled us to make great inroads into the 
cataloguing backlog of the Sudan Archive and open up some exciting and 
interesting collections to researchers.  

• Work on improving the Adlib museums’ database has complemented the 
redisplay of the galleries. Work on the Egyptian collections’ records has 
improved access a great deal and now work is concentrating on improving the 
records for the Chinese collections. 

•  A Chinese specialist will be appointed to catalogue these collections for 
twelve months with funding from the MLA Designation funding. 

 
________________________________________ 
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Bishop Cosin’s Shakespeare First Folio 
 A large part of June was taken up with the trial 
of Raymond Scott for the theft of the Durham 
Shakespeare First Folio, handling of stolen 
goods and removing them from the UK for profit. 
He was not convicted of theft but was found 
guilty of the other two charges and was 
sentenced to 8 years in prison. Apart from the 
involvement of Liz Branigan, not only to give 
evidence but also to accompany the book to 
court and supervise its handling when it was 
needed, Sheila Hingley had to field interviews 
for the press, with everything from local 
newspapers and radio to an interview on “PM” 
and for BBC News 24 and local North East TV 
news. The showing on BBC1 of a documentary, 
“Stealing Shakespeare”, produced yet more 
interest in the whole affair. 

 
We are very grateful for the meticulous work of the police, Detective Inspector Mick 
Callan and Detective Constable Tim Lerner who spent two years putting together the 
prosecution case. We would also like to thank Dr Richard Kuhta of the Folger 
Shakespeare Library (Washington, DC), Mr Daniel De Simone (Library of Congress) 
Dr John Hall and Dr Ian Doyle  who all gave evidence for the prosecution. The Folio 
is now back with us without its first two leaves. (A photograph of all these participants 
in the trial is in the frontispiece.)  
 
 
Buildings and major projects 
For the first time in a number of years major building and development projects have 
been carried out at both Palace Green Library and at the Oriental Museum. In both 
cases external funding has provided substantial sums to allow the redesign of spaces 
and displays. 
 
Palace Green Library project 
Outreach has become a major part of life in Special Collections in 
all universities. Durham has the opportunity to join Edinburgh, 
Liverpool, Manchester and other universities in having facilities to 
showcase the treasures from their collections in a high-class 
exhibition space, thanks to the removal of the two remaining 
modern collections from Palace Green to the new Main Library 
extension in 2011. A successful bid for funding from the Wolfson 
Foundation produced £500,000 towards the development of the 
new Wolfson Gallery at Palace Green, Phase 1 of the project. 
 
Fortuitously this coincided with plans for developing the tourist 
offer on the Durham World Heritage Site, so there have been a number of synergies 
that have boosted the work. The creation of the Wolfson Gallery on the first floor of 
the late Victorian Blomfield building, where previously there had been a computer 
classroom, took up all of the summer months. In addition to the Gallery, a green 
rooom (named the Deane Room after a major donor) was created next door, a new 
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glass disabled lift installed through the centre of the Exhibition Hall stairs and new 
public toilets were carved out of the former general office and lobby area at the front 
of the building.  
 

 
 
The detachment of Palace Green from the district heating scheme had been 
postponed from summer 2009, so there were two major building projects taking place 
at the same time at PG Library. There were some difficult days when there was very 
intrusive drilling whilst student exam revision was still going on. There were also two 
floods. Neither produced damage to the collections but the second one, caused by a 
ruptured water main, was a close-run thing with water coming into the bottom of the 
Pace building fire exit staircase tower at a fast rate for two and a half hours before 
Northumbria Water arrived to seal off the main. Thanks to prompt reactions from the 
caretaker, Shaun Hunter and the Conservation team, SC staff were alerted to the 
danger of the rising water, removed items in immediate danger and bailed out the 
rising water behind the emergency wall in Room 6  until the water main was turned 
off. Lessons have been learnt but the main outcome was avoidance of disaster. I 
would like to pay tribute to all the staff who have worked this year at PG Library for 
their toleration of, at times, extremely difficult working conditions, and for their quick 
and willing response to emergencies and sudden requests for information, access to 
locked areas and other tasks outside their normal job descriptions.  
 
Bishop Cosin’s Library 

The renovation of Bishop Cosin’s Library is 
finally underway. There are more planning 
permissions needed than were first 
anticipated but Liz Branigan has done a full 
condition survey with Bob Elsey, a 
museum conservator. The newly-
conserved panel paintings, paid for with the 
ICON Collections Care award money, had 
to be removed again in order to allow work 
on the bookshelves and their carvings and 
will only be returned after the installation of 

new heating and lighting. Conservation heating using an electric heating system and 
replacement of the lighting by LED lighting will ensure that environmental conditions 
are as good as we can make them. Blinds will be fitted, the Pace chandeliers will be 
removed and used elsewhere, the external stonework and external doors will be 
repaired. It is hoped to have the work completed and the books back in the library by 
late 2011. 
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Oriental Museum 
A grant of £100,000 from the MLA Designation Development Fund, added to the 
grant already obtained from the Wolfson Foundation, means that by the time the 
current projects are completed the display 
of the two major collections in the 
museum, the Chinese and Egyptian, will 
be transformed. Work on the second 
Egyptian Gallery is well underway with 
new cases ordered and material for 
display chosen to focus on school visits. 
The gallery should open early in 2011. 
The Designation fund money will be used 
to improve the documentation as well as 
the display of the Chinese material. A 
Chinese collections documentation officer will be employed for 12 months to create 
proper catalogue records and display captions for the material. 
 
There are also plans in hand to radically transform the entrance to the Oriental 
Museum, moving the reception desk from right to left of the entrance, creating a 
different kind of café space and redesigning and refitting the shop area. YUM 
decided not to renew its contract to provide the café facilities so from the beginning of 
the 2010/11 academic year the museum itself will be running this facility. It has been 
hard to retain control of the timetables of these various developments, since external 
agencies have been heavily involved. Again I would like to pay tribute to Craig 
Barclay and the rest of the museums staff for their willingness to cope with changes 
to plans and timetables, often at very short notice. The result will be a refurbished 
museum with more stimulating displays and the opportunity to see objects previously 
kept in store because of lack of space. There is also provision for more rotation of 
collections between store and display and the opportunity to buy some spectacular 
new display props such as lifesize reproduction terracotta warriors. 
 
Academic support 
The SC team headed by Sarah Price with Alastair Fraser and Francis Gotto and 
other members of SC staff in support, provided ten postgraduate and twelve 
undergraduate sessions catering for just under one hundred and thirty postgraduate 
and three hundred undergraduate students in History, English, Philosophy and 
English. We also ran sessions for History and Physics summer schools for the 
Supported Progression scheme. Taster sessions for potential History students were 
also run and an afternoon workshop for twenty-four members of the History teaching 
staff to introduce or remind them about our collections seems to have born fruit, with 
potential interest in several new areas of our collections. Detailed linkage from 
History’s Research web pages on specific areas of history to SC pages describing 
individual collections were developed. These provided a template which we intend to 
develop for other departments in future years. 
 
In the museums the university’s teaching was supported, as before, by lecturing by 
the Curator, Craig Barclay, for an Archaeology module and by the delivery of 
sessions for MAs in Museum and Artefact Studies and other Archaeology courses. A 
substantial amount of the support given to students is to provide voluntary work 
experience to carry out projects, and we see this work experience cited in job 
applications when former students apply for jobs in the museums. Projects have 
included continuing the cataloguing of the Samian ware collection and the human 
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remains in the OFM, cataloguing the books in the OM library and the start of a project 
to catalogue the Gandharan sculpture in the OM. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Work experience has also been in greater demand at Palace Green, particularly for 
archives work. Jane Hogan has taken over the organisation of this and created a 
more formal structure in order that not too much staff time is taken up. We allow each 
student a term’s worth of work to make the placement worthwhile. This year eight 
students have done work experience and one gained a place on an archives course 
on the strength of this work. 
 
Access and Learning  
The continued sick leave of Edith Nicholson, the Oriental Museum education officer, 
has caused difficulties but this situation will change in 2010/11 with Edith’s retirement 
as part of the voluntary redundancy scheme. Approval has been given to a business 
case to create two part-time learning assistants with part of Edith’s staff resource in 
2010/11. 
 
A range of workshops have been developed, trialled and run at the Botanic Gardens 
working with the Head Gardener, to support his educational activity and sessions 
have been developed at both Museums and Palace Green, many of which have 
benefited from project funding. The team has also expanded the service at the Main 
Library offered to sixth form students and teachers, with assistance from colleagues 
in Academic Support. One obvious sign of our developing national reputation is the 
team being asked to run an outreach session on slavery for a secondary school in 
Wigan.  
 
This year has seen the establishment of a family activity programme at the Botanic 
Gardens. Designed to fit in with sessions run at the University Museums we now 
offer monthly weekend activities and holiday activities aimed at the 3-11 year old age 
range. This programme will continue to be developed in the next academic year. 
 
Further progress has also been made on working with the Cathedral and World 
Heritage Site co-ordinator and a two day family festival to celebrate WHS day was 
held on Palace Green in April. We are now working in close partnership with 
colleagues in the Science Outreach team. This has led to joint initiatives and has 
resulted in the development of a project to run a Science festival in October to 
celebrate the 350th anniversary of the Royal Society 
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HC/Library site Visit facilitated
 by HC staff 

Self-directed visit Number of  
Schools 

Outreach 
visits 

Oriental Museum 1952 362 97 - 
Old Fulling Mill 827 - 44 318 
PG Library 147 - 13 453 
PGL/ML (VI form) 390 - 17 - 
. 
 
Exhibitions and events 
A full exhibition programme at both the 
Oriental and Old Fulling Mill museums 
attracted 19,263 visitors to the OM (over 
2,300 more than last year) and 11,385 to 
the OFM (3,200 more than in 2008/9). The 
major exhibition at the Oriental Museum 
was the OM 25th anniversary exhibition, 
‘Seek knowledge, even as far as China’  
which coincided with the launch of the 
Treasures of the Oriental Museum book by 
the Chancellor, Bill Bryson.  Other popular exhibitions were, Manhua: Chinese 
Comics Now, ‘The Splendor of the Colors’: Chinese watercolour paintings on pith 
paper, and at the OFM Age of the Dinosaurs, and the remarkably popular Pitmen 
Painters, an exhibition showcasing the coal mining paintings of well known local 
artists such as Norman Cornish and Tom McGuiness. Events complementing these 
exhibitions were very popular. 
 
At Palace Green there have only been two exhibitions this year, one from September 
to December 2009 celebrating the North East Inheritance project and one from 
November 2009 to January 2010 curated by Professor David Knight to celebrate the 
bicentenary of Charles Darwin. After this, the old exhibition space became part of the 
building site but the glass display cases have been recycled to the OFM and have 
provided much needed modern display facilities. However, there has been no lack of 
events at Palace Green in the past year. Nearly 130 people attended events in the 
PG buildings. These ranged from Book Festival events to a visit from a group of Vice-
Chancellors from the USA, Sweden, Germany, New Zealand and Australia. 
 

In March 2010 a reception was held 
in the Castle hosted by the Vice-
Chancellor at which he signed an 
agreement with descendants of Sir 
John Stainer – Gareth Stainer, 
Juliet Dusinberre and Michael 
Newsom – for the donation of the 
Stainer Archive which includes 
private papers, diaries, 
photographs, printed books, music 
both manuscript and printed as well 
as memorabilia such as 
presentation batons and Stainer’s 
Legion d’Honneur medal. A student 

choir conducted by Jeremy Dibble sang an unpublished madrigal and “God so loved 
the world” by Stainer as part of the celebrations. 
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Acquisitions 
Archives and Manuscripts 
A major acquisition came at the end of the year – the purchase of a leaf from a 9th 
century copy of Bede’s Homilies. This is the only known surviving leaf from a 

manuscript written at Fulda, probably copied from a 
Northumbrian original text which no longer survives. It 
fills a gap in the range and date of manuscript 
materials which are used for the teaching of the 
History of the Book courses as well as having the 
excitement of the discovery of an early continental 
copy of the work of a Northumbrian scholar. The 
hammer price at the Sotheby’s sale in July was 
£25,000 but the total cost with premiums, 
commissions and VAT was £38,000. The purchase 
was supported by grants from the V & A / MLA 
Purchase Fund  (50% of cost before tax) and the 
Friends of the National Libraries (10% of the total 
cost) as well as money from a library bequest of 
£10,000, which fortuitously arrived just before the 
sale, so we were able to fund the purchase without 
digging into any other reserves. 

 
Sudan Archive. New material continued to be added to the Sudan Archive although 
not arriving in large collections as in the past. Nevertheless the new acquisitions 
have added some excellent research materials including photographs and films taken 
by a former member of the Sudan 
Defence Force in the 1930s and 
1940s; the journal of a trip from 
India to England in 1874; 
correspondence and photographs 
from a member of the Sudan 
Medical Department 1902-19. 
Other slides and photographs 
illustrated the work of the Political 
Service and Finance and Education ministries and Sudan Railways and Steamers, 
covering 1934-85. 
University Archive. This continued to expand with the deposit of papers relating to 
the Library from 1934-2008; a tranche of University Office files covering 1963-2004; 
staff files 1963-91; official university publications 1833-1963; Estates & Buildings 
photographs of buildings in the North East; pass lists, Congregation registers and 
other student records 1900-79; records of the North East Ordination Course 1976-
2009; the certificates, gown, cap and hoods of a student at the university 1894-1905. 
An Estate Committee Minute Book 1909-12 and copies of the University College 
Journal were purchased from a bookseller in the aftermath of the Colin Higgins sale 
the previous year. 
Other. Further papers of Sir Donald Hawley (died 2008) were added to his collection 
here. Mr Peter Carter and Mr David Roth, former members of the Allegri String 
Quartet, the University Quartet in Residence, were given to the archives. Further 
letters from Bishop Basil Butler (1902-86) were added to a previous gift. Eleven 
leaves from an Italian 14th century and a Spanish 15th century service book were 
donated via the Bowes Museum. 
Local Studies. Donations here ranged from deeds for properties in Claypath, 
Sunderland and Weardale to a survey of a Durham churchyard and an account of a 
local family. Purchases concentrated on material concerning Bamburgh Castle and 
the Crewe Trust as well as local agricultural and medical records. 
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Printed books 
Dr Keith Gilroy once more has provided us with a rich mixture of gifts. 18th century 
works by Isaac Newton, Denis Diderot , Izaak Walton, Isaac Boerhaave and Erasmus 
Darwin (1803) were complemented by an array of private press printing which, with 
previous gifts from Dr Gilroy, has now transformed our collections of the best 19th and 
20th century private presses as well as adding highlights from the private press 
printing of the USA. There are books printed by the Doves, Ashendene, Gregynog, 
Nonsuch Presses, and others about the work of the typographer Bruce Rogers. A 
Kelmscott Press book he has donated this year was Swinburne’s Atalanta in Calydon 
(1894).  
Purchases have included a copy of Christopher Hunter’s Durham Cathedral, 
(Durham: J. Ross for Mrs Waghorn, 1733), with a previously unknown binding roll on 
the Waghorn binding.  
 
Museums 
Amongst other accessions a small collections of Chinese watercolours on pith paper 
was donated by Mr Ifan Williams and contributed to an exhibition displaying the OM’s 
own collection of paintings on this material. The dispersal of the county council’s 
learning resources collection allowed a selection of objects such as Coptic textile 
fragments and cuneiform tablets to be added to the collections. A collection of 
Chinese objects has had to be removed from display owing to the death of a long 
term depositor. 
 
Access, use of collections and promotion 
SC Cataloguing  
Archives and Manuscripts 
A milestone was reached on 19 July 2010.  The server for the Archives catalogue for 
the last 13 years, Flambard, was switched off. Richard Higgins has revised and 
loaded 572 collection descriptions and 524 catalogues on to the new XTF system. 
Richard is continuing to work on the stylesheets and put new content in as 
catalogues are completed by SC staff.  
 
The old Dynaweb catalogue  
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The new XTF catalogue 
       

 
 
Various inconsistencies from past cataloguing have made the job of converting to the 
new system challenging, so we have started from basics to pull together best 
practice to create firm cataloguing guidelines for archives and manuscripts. In the 
past, the pressure to complete project cataloguing to deadlines meant that a lot of 
online catalogue data was created without the time to create a detailed manual. 
Michael Stansfield has done a survey of the state of cataloguing of the collections. 
We now know which collections have full, web catalogues, which have completed 
catalogues not yet on the web, which have insuffic ient manual or word-processed 
catalogues (94 collections) and which have not been catalogued at all (29 
collections). A plan is being drawn up to prioritise the backlog and already un-
catalogued collections have been assigned to the future cataloguing programme. 
 
This year Alastair Fraser started training the archivists on the staff to catalogue 
printed material found in archive collections.  
 
Cataloguing progress – archives and printed books 
Progress has been made by Jane Hogan on the cataloguing of new accessions to 
the Sudan Archive as well as her main job of checking the cataloguing of the Wood 
Bequest cataloguers and she has also rough sorted and listed 30 boxes of papers 
from the Persian scholar, Ann Lambton.  
Richard Higgins has completed the cataloguing of the Harold Heslop papers and 
the Keith Armstrong collection which contains a mixture of printed books and papers, 
as well as miscellaneous Additional Manuscripts additions.  
Michael Stansfield has kept on top of the cataloguing of the huge amount of 
University archives that have been brought in during the year and has also found 
time to catalogue some of  the Additional Manuscripts collection. He has worked for 
two days a month in the Cathedral Library continuing the cataloguing of the archive 
collections kept in the library these include the J.J. Howe collection and recent 
accessions to the Cathedral’s Additional Manuscripts sequence.  
Francis Gotto has completed the catalogue of the Stainer Archive and of the 
Windyside deeds (Add. Mss) and has begun work on the Lawson Papers. He has 
also catalogued some printed additions to the Pratt Green collection, continued 
editing and cleaning the data in the Probate (NEI) catalogue and has organised and 
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supervised the transcription of the 197 sets of Tithe apportionments by our band of 
volunteers. 
Alastair Fraser has completed the cataloguing of the Poor Clares book collection of 
17th and mainly 18th century scarce French imprints. He has also made inroads into 

the backlog of modern additions to 
the Local Studies collection. As part 
of our new cross-domain working, 
Alastair has trained the archive 
cataloguers to catalogue printed 
book and he has begun to 
catalogue the Lowe Papers, a partly 
printed and partly manuscript 
collection about the service in the 
First World War of a former Castle 
burser. This is an important 
collection in which are preserved 
printed military training manuals 
and maps alongside rough notes on 
infantry attacks and hand-drawn 

maps of the trenches. 
 
Projects 
Wood Bequest Sudan Archive cataloguing project. The two cataloguers funded by 
Mrs Kathleen Wood’s bequest to the Sudan Archive, Jonathan Bush and Kris McKie, 
have made great inroads into the Sudan Archive’s backlog. They have catalogued 13 
collections  contained in 114 boxes. The catalogues now available on the web 
include the papers of W.N. Monteith and J.G.S. Macphail of the Sudan Political 
Service; correspondence, dispatches and reports on the Nile Campaign in the 1880s 
and 1890s belonging to Sir Archibald Hunter; the papers of Richard Hill, one of the 
founders of the Archive and a lecturer at Durham which include material on the 
Sudan Railways. The papers of the modern political historian Martin Daly and of 
Judge Hayes who had a distinguished career in the legal department as well as in 
the Sudan Defence Force in the Second World War have also been catalogued this 
year.  
 

 
The Khartoum Express from the Richard Hill Papers 

 
As part of the project 25 boxes of the Personal Papers of General Sir Reginald 
Wingate, Governor General of the Sudan (1899-1916) and High Commissioner for 
Egypt (1917-1919), one of the most important collections within the Archive and 
which it has been impossible to catalogue up till now without the concentrated time of 
a project cataloguer, have been completed and are avaialable on the web. The 
papers contain much important information on Egypt and the Middle East in the First 
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World War as well as background on the rest of Wingate’s career. The Wood 
bequest has also paid for some of the time of our digitiser, Caroline Craggs. She has 
digitised and catalogued and added to the ADLIB database 1,180 photographs whilst 
656 previously digitised photographs have now been fully catalogued. 
 
North East Inheritance project. This project ended at the beginning of the year but the 
Genealogical Society of Utah have not yet been able to put the probate material 
online. The final deadline has now been extended till December 2010 and we have 
decided to go ahead and mount the probate database on our website with suitable 
safeguards against overloading the system. 
 
JISC Sudan Project. The year long JISC funded digitisation project ended in 
November 2009 with a total of 40,512 unique images created, a great achievement. 
The project, to digitise items from the Sudan Archive exceeded the targets given. 
 
Maps  726 images 
Governor General Reports from 1902 to 1952 13791 images 
Government Staff Lists 1914 to 1963 4788 images 
Government Gazettes 1899 to 1957 18052 images 
Sudan Photographs 623 
Ina Beasley Papers 2537 images 
 
Arabic philosophical manuscripts from the Sudan Archive have been digitised and 
begun to be added to the website. 
 
Tithe maps & apportionments project 
This is a multi-faceted project to preserve and digitise the tithe information. The tithe 
apportionments are gradually being separated from the maps, repackaged and 
stored separately from the maps. The maps are being digitised by Caroline Craggs. 
83 of 272 maps and apportionments have now been photographed and repackaged. 
The volunteers have transcribed 197 tithe apportionments into a database so that in 
future apportionment information can be searched by various entry points, mainly 
personal names and places, and then digital images of the maps will be consulted 
rather than originals. 
 
 
Museums documentation 
Cleaning of the data in the ADLIB database has continued particularly concentrating 
on dimensions and conservation fields in the records. Updated locations have been 
added to the records for OM objects stored in Palace Green Library and acquisition 
details have been added to the Egyptian objects from the Northumberland collection. 
The assistance of postgraduate students to catalogue the collection of Samian 
fragments means that there are now 3,592 records for them in the database. 
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Use of collections (SC) 
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There was an increase of 157 in registered readers this year but about 150 fewer day 
visits. A reduction in the number of Durham academics using the collections has 
been made up for by an increase of 130 in the number of external registered readers. 
The general trend is for slightly fewer day visits but for more readers staying for 
longer in each day visit. 
 
Some of the traditionally heavily-used collections were slightly down in the numbers 
of items fetched but readers used a bigger variety of collections – for example the 
use of the Grey Papers and the literary collections was greater than last year. The 
Sudan Archive continued to be the most heavily-used part of the archive collection. 
For the printed books, use of the larger collections was much as last year but 200 
more books were used from the miscellaneous collections now catalogued online. 
 
The probate database is already being used to assist researchers and family 
historians despite not yet being available online. These include Professor Keith 
Wrightson for his book Ralph Taylor’s summer [1636]: a scrivener, his city 
[Newcastle] and the plague. A book on private ownership of art in the North East in 
the early modern period will soon be published which has also relied on probate data. 
 
Conservation and Collections care 
This year we have been able to carry out our own conservation to our own prioritised 
programme since Chrissie Duncan and Helen Pedder have both been paid for by 
endowment funding. This has really helped to eat into the backlog of conservation 
using the criteria of urgency and value of the items (in monetary or research terms). 
Liz Branigan has also been taking a more prominent role in preservation in the 
museums. The redisplay of the galleries has given the opportunity to do a great deal 
of conservation surveying and repackaging of individual items as well as the creation 
of more suitable new mounts for the redisplayed objects. 
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Liz Branigan also acted as an expert witness in the First Folio trial as well as 
accompaning the book to every court appearance and supertvising the display and 
handling of the volume in the court. She has also continued to provide advice and 
training through the North East Collections Care Framework though on a reduced 
level owing to internal commitments. 
 
SC Digitisation 
Having Caroline Craggs as a Digitisation Officer funded from two sources for two 
years from February 2010 has meant that we have been able to fulfil a number of 
needs in this area. We are able to carry out  photograph orders immediately and 
Caroline has photographed items in process of conservation. Since half of her 
funding comes from Mrs Kathleen Wood’s bequest, Caroline has continued with 
digitisation of printed material begun under the JISC project – e.g. more of the Sudan 
Gazettes, with the assistance of Melanie McSparron. She has also been able to add 
metadata to Sudan photographs already digitised and continue to digitise other 
photographs. We will soon be digitising some of our most precious manuscripts and 
early printed books to put into “Turning the Pages”, the BL software that allows the 
manipulation of images of books for public engagement. In order to digitise very old 
and fragile books and manuscripts we will be acquiring a book cradle from PG 
Library projecy funds. 
 
Staff 
SC 
During this year Tricia Alderson was unfortunately on long term sick leave and finally 
resigned in March 2010. She began work in 1980 as secretary to the Palaeography & 
Diplomatic Department when it was based in 5 The College. She moved across to be 
secretary to Archives & Special Collections and provided our administrative and 
financial support as well as, latterly, carrying out extra work in the Search Room, 
particularly supplying requests for probate information and copies. We were very 
sorry to lose her after such a long period of service. 
After Margaret McCollum’s retirement we were able to reuse her staff resource to 
create 2 cataloguing posts from October 2009, so we now have Francis Gotto and 
Alastair Fraser able to dedicate time to cataloguing our backlog and new accessions 
in archive and rare books respectively. They also work with Sarah Price to deliver 
academic support classes. There was enough resource left to create a 30 hour a 
week post which it was anticipated could be used to provide front of house staff for 
the new exhibition gallery when it was opened. In the meantime it gave the 
opportunity to employ another Search Room Assistant, Melanie McSparron. 
Caroline Craggs completed the JISC Sudan Archive Digitisation project in November 
2009 and moved into a two year contract funded with endownment money. 1 year of 
this contract was paid directly from Mrs Kathleen Wood’s Sudan Archive bequest, so 
Caroline has been digitising and cataloguing photographs from the Sudan Archive to 
add to the Adlib database. 
Bob Bennett became our Graduate Trainee from  August 2009 and stayed with us for 
12 months before going to do an MA in Archives administration at Aberystwyth 
University. Melanie McSparron then moved across to take over the Graduate trainee 
Search Room Assistant role from  August 2010. Melanie is completing her distance 
learning MA in Archives administration at Dundee University.  
Helen Pedder, the trainee conservator who held an ICON trainee post for two years, 
became a paid member of staff for a year in order to consolidate her training with 
work experience. 
At the beginning of June 2010 we welcomed Julie Biddlecombe-Brown to a new post 
of Exhibitions Officer. Julie has previously worked in the heritage department of 
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Durham County Council as well as in museums in other parts of the country, so we 
welcome her local connections as well as her experience. 
Liz Walker, who had been a cleaner at PGL since May 2000 resigned after a 
prolonged spell of ill-health. 
The 30 hour a week job occupied by Melanie as an Archives Assistant will be divided 
into two 15 hour custodian jobs to service the exhibition gallery from January 2011. 
Tricia Alderson’s secretarial post will become the receptionist for the exhhibition 
spaces as well as fulfilling the role of administrative support for SC.  
 
Museums 
The main change was in the early retirement of Edith Nicholson as OM education 
officer after a number of years service. She had been on long term sick leave for a 
large part of the past year. Two part time learning assistants will replace Edith’s post.  
 
Staff training and development 
Jane Hogan has become chair of the staff-training group for the Library and a 
whole programme has now been organised ranging from accounts by staff of 
their projects to talks by international students on their needs to Welcome 
Host training. Alastair Fraser and Helen Armstrong are also on the staff 
development group and Alastair has organised visits to other libraries. Other 
staff have taken part in internal staff development sessions and attended 
workshops and conferences. Jane Hogan has contiunued to contribute Hera 
regrading panels. 
 
 

Sheila Hingley 
08 February 2011 
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HC Annual Report 2009/2010  
APPENDIX A: SC Staff and collections 

[Figures in round brackets refer to 2008/2009] 
1. Staff at July 2010 
Establishment 
Head of Heritage Collections: Sheila Hingley (SMH); Senior Assistant Keeper: Jane 
Hogan (JRH); Assistant Keepers: Andrew Gray (AJG), Michael Stansfield (MMNS), 
Francis Gotto (FG). Assistant Librarians: Richard Higgins (RH), Alastair Fraser 
(AHF). Access & Learning Officer: Sarah Price (SP).  Search Room Assistants: 
Michael Harkness; Bob Bennett, Melanie McSparron.  Secretary: Tricia Alderson (till 
March 2010). Senior Conservator: Liz Branigan. Assistant Conservator: Emma Lloyd-
Jones.  
Temporary staff 
Conservators: Christiane Duncan (CD). Helen Pedder. Wood Sudan Archive project 
(2 years): Cataloguers: Jonathan Bush, Kris McKie; Digitisation officer: Caroline 
Craggs. 
Other 
Caretaker and 5 cleaning staff at Palace Green on Estates and Buildings 
establishment. 2 additional staff (10 hours a week furbishing term time). SC foliator, 
Saturdays term time: Louisa Sutton. Beth Rainey has continued to work as a 
voluntary ASC cataloguer. 9 volunteers assisted with cataloguing on a weekly basis. 
 
2. Staff training 
The regular annual programme of health and safety training was carried out  In 
addition staff attended staff development sessions organised by the Library’s newly-
reformed Staff Training Group chaired by JRH. RH ran sessions demonstrating the 
revised SC web pages and new approaches to online access, and on the new reader 
printer. Andrew Gray ran update sessions on using the probate database.. 
 
3. Space and stock accommodation 
The functions of Palace Green Library have continued in the reduced space 
available. The installation of 33 networked PCs in the ground floor Room 1 to replace 
the 66 previously upstairs in Room 10. Other equipment has been fitted into corners. 
Storage of new archive accessions, particularly University archives, has been fitted 
into current space but with the imminent arrival  of other collections we have been 
looking at the space in 5 The College at present occupied by Store books. 
 
 
4. Acquisitions 
Expenditure on SC purchases at 31.7.10 
Fund Expenditure 
LA Palace Green £9,333 
LA Local £2,956 
LA Palaeography £2,236 

 
Additions to SC printed books  - 161 volumes 
 
Manuscript and archival accessions 
Durham Diocesan & Auckland 5  metres  
Sudan Archive 2 metres  
University 277 metres (to be weeded) 
Other  16.5 metres  
Total 300.5 metres 
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Donors and depositors to SC at Palace Green and 5 The College 
A.I. Doyle; Alan G Clark; Edward Cawley; Catherine Hyde; Church Commissioners; 
Colin Keiley; David Roth; David Temperley; David Watkinson; R. Greening; British 
Records Association; Brian Shillaker; Keith Gilroy; Melvyn H. Brooks; Richard 
Higgins;  Sheila Hingley; W.A. L. Seaman; Durham Cathedral; Durham County 
Archivist;  Mary Alice Butler; Phyllis Carter; Wesley Historical Society; Pat Atkinson; 
Jan Rhodes; Gillian Tottle; Leslie Ivory; Kate Towler; Hodshon & Angus, solicitors; 
Incumbent of Holy Island; Jane Crosby; Jane Kenwright; Joanna Fitzgerald and 
Joanna FitzGerald (Granddaughter); John Lumsden; Jon Purcell; Kevin Ferguson;  
Lady Hawley; Lesley Forbes; Liz Taylorson; Lord Howick; Lynn Thornber; J. P. 
Robertson; Margaret Halladay; Margaret Till; Mark Budgen; Matthew Richardson; 
Dorothy M. Meade; Alan Piper; Clifford and Ann Peart; D. Griffiths;  David Hill; Mr 
Gareth Stainer; Marion Milford; Mr Jeremy Butler;  Kevin Quinn; Timothy Cockerill;  
Anne Kingsley; D. Spark; Eunice Farlam; J.M. Burton; Jane Hogan; Karen G. 
Sherman; Mrs Laycock and Mrs Fenella C. Ellis; M. R. Penfold; Mary Cowling; Mina 
Layton; Nigel Morrison Clayton; North East Chamber of Commerce; Peter B. 
Freshwater; Peter Carter; R.C. Norris; Sarah Hall; Peter Willis; C.A.F. Denton; Hilary 
W. Jackson; Peter R. Carey; Wade Hall-Craggs; Yoshiko Kita; Zoe McAuley; Timothy 
Dudley-Smith. 
Sudan Archive: Ann Collett-White; Robin Darwall-Smith; T. Peter Ormerod; 
Frederique Cifuentes Morgan; I.R. Williams; Jane Hogan; Jean Bray; E. M. Bryson; 
Lorna Kingdon; Gary Williams; Michael Carter; Mike Kojan; Peter Clarke; Janet 
Starkey; Charlotte Martin; Timothy Biles; Simon Hamill-Stewart; Tony Muscat 
 
5. Cataloguing 
SC Printed books  
Statistics for modern printed books in Palace Green (Local, PGRef, ASCRef, PGBib 
etc.) are included in the Collections Services cataloguing statistics. 1,685 fresh 
accessions to SC were catalogued and 2,640 were recatalogued up to current 
standards. 
Alastair Fraser catalogued 740 books from the Darlington Poor Clares monastery, 
completing the catalogue of this collection which includes many otherwise unknown 
French and Latin works, a number of them printed in the original area of northern 
France in which the monastery’s feeder houses were located. Jan Rhodes has 
catalogued the 74 manuscripts and that catalogue is now available online. Other 
printed material catalogued included a local collection backlog, items from a backlog 
of Sudan Archive printed material and a small donation of books from the Wesley 
Historical Society to the Pratt Green Collection. Richard Higgins completed the 
cataloguing of the Keith Armstrong and Norman Hidden collections. 
 
Archives, manuscripts, etc. 
Durham Cathedral Archives and associated collections 
Cathedral archives: Michael Stansfield has continued to extract material from Alan 
Piper’s files to complete or enhance a number of catalogues. These include the 
Haswell deeds (catalogued by Professor Richard Britnell), Arch. Dunelm, Arch. 
Northumb., some of Eboracensia and sections of the Specialia series (partly done by 
Bob Bennett). Andrew Gray has listed earlier Chapter Clerk’s records. 
Cathedral Library manuscripts: Michael Stansfield has catalogued the J.J. Howe 
collection, Additional Manuscripts from number 379 (especially Douglas Jones’s 
sermons and the organist Conrad Eden’s collection and part of the Van Mildert letters 
in the two days a month he has spent in the Cathedral Library. 
Durham Diocesan and Auckland Castle records 
Andrew Gray has drawn up a plan for prioritising areas of work on the Diocesan 
recordsand has begun revising the collection level descriptions. Large series relating 
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to churches have taken priority e.g. Hayton, Lee & Braddock collections. The 
catalogue of the Wood plans has now been corrected and put online. 
Probate records: data cleaning has taken place as well as adding in some material 
from a card catalogue index of the early registers (AJG, FG). 
Sudan Archive 
Wood cataloguing project:  
(Jonathan Bush, Kris McKie) 
Collection catalogued  No. of boxes 
General Sir F.R. Wingate - Personal Papers 25 
K.H.J.O. Hayes 3 
R.P.S. Elderton 1 
M.W. Daly 5 
R.L. Hill 17 
J.G.S. Macphail 8 
Sir Archibald Hunter 3 
Sir J. W. E. Miller 2 
Sir J. Carmichael 6 
W. N. Monteith - Diaries & photographs 7 diaries, 3 photograph albums 
P.P. Howell 28 
L.H. Gwynne 18 
G.H. Martin 9 
L.M.P. Sanderson 10 
Total boxes catalogued 137 
 
Collection No. of photographs  

digitised 
A.C. Parker 29  
H.E. Haymes 64 
F.J. Hoare 354 
J.W.E.Miller 33 
W. Kinmonth 67 
C.W.Williams 17 
K.H.J.O. Hayes 25 
W. N. Monteith 142 
R.L.Hill 170 
O.C. Allison 223 
E.G.Sarfield Hall 55 
J. Hamill Stewart 1 
Total 1,180 
Collection Images catalogued 
J.N Cameron   93 
O.C. Allison    183 
GMG & A Tibbs  269 
H. Oberst 61 
H. Foley 18 
F.J. Hoare 32 
Total of searchable 
images added 

656 

 
University records 
The major additions to the catalogues this year have been: Registrar’s and Science 
Registrar’s files; the Pro Vice Chancellor’s records of Collins, Barber, Prestwich and 
Gower; Enterprise Bureau records; lecture timetables; University Office files 
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additions; Library cataloguing and Science Library files; Boards of Examiners files; 
Orchestral Society records (MMNS) 
Other collections 
Francis Gotto has catalogued additions to the Stainer Archive and is part way 
through the Bishop Basil Butler papers and the Lawson Papers.  
Additional manuscripts 1702 : MMNS catalogued:Claypath deeds 1749-1880; Hall-
Craggs rowing photo albums and diaries 1985-91; Woodhead certificates 1895-1936; 
Cradock exam papers 1938-9; FG catalogued: 50 Windyside deeds, Westgate-in-
Weardale 1665-1904  
Additions/Amendents to SC catalogues online 
Sudan Archive: New: Hicks Pasha, A.O'Meara, C. W.Williams,  J.W. E. Miller, 
E.P.Gibbons, Sir A.Hunter, B.M.Hitch, N.J.W.Hagger, J.Simons, K.H.J.O. Hayes, Sir 
Reginald Wingate: Egypt papers, R.L. Hill, J.Carmichael, H.B.M.Farrell, R.J.Darvall, 
F.Crowther, W.N.Monteith, Sir Geoffrey Archer, M.W.Daly. Updated: Sudan 
summary guide, G.W. Bell, Misc. small donations, Sudan Gazettes 1959-1964, W.N. 
Monteith diaries, HL Stevens, GM Stanton, P.B. Broadbent 
University : Catalogues of new accessions are added in on a regular basis. 
Durham Cathedral Archives: New: Haswell deeds. Updated: Archdeacons 
(Northumberland), Archdeacons (Durham), Eboracenses, Medieval accounts, 
Pontificalia, Specialia, Elemosinara, Archiepiscopalia, Cart. Veteres, Finchalia, 
Locelli,  Misc. Charters, Regalia, Registers 1 3 & 4 and paper 2, Halmote Court, 
Priory Registers 2-5, Archiepiscopalia, Misc. Charters, Sacristaria. 
Durham Cathedral Library: New:  Library records, J.J. Howe collection, Additional 
Manuscripts from 379 -385, Van Mildert letters. 
Ecclesiastical Administrative papers: New: CCB enrolments 
Others: New: Poor Clares Darlington MSS, Stainer Archive, Else Headlam-Morley 
Papers, Clavering of Greencroft, Harold Heslop Papers, Keith Armstrong Collection,  
Newcastle Solicitors Deeds, Grey Estate Papers. Updated: Additional MSS, Van 
Mildert Papers, Mickleton & Spearman MSS, General Charles Grey, Additional MSS 
Edward Bradley, Pratt Green, Cookson Family Papers,  
 
Miscellaneous Digitisation 
Arabic material has been digitised and started to be added to the website: 
SAD 97/1 The Book of Devotion (al-Ratib) of the Mahdi; SAD 97/5; SAD 98/1 Letters 
and proclamations by the Mahdi, compiled by 'Awad al-Karim 'Ali al-Masallami; SAD 
99/1 Letter book of the Mahdi. 
 
Tithe Volunteer & Repackaging Project 
The tithe apportionments are gradually being separated from the maps, repackaged 
and stored separately from the maps. The maps are being digitised by Caroline 
Craggs. 83 of 272 maps and apportionments have now been photographed and 
repackaged. The volunteers have transcribed 197 tithe apportionments into a 
database so that in future apportionment information can be searched by various 
entry points, mainly personal names and places, and then digital images of the maps 
will be consulted rather than originals. 
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HC Annual Report 2009/2010 
APPENDIX B: Use of SC collections 

1. Opening Hours and facilities 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
Accommodation and facilities for readers   
Location Seats IT facilities Equipment & facilities 
Search Room 28 (16 with  

power points) 
 

Wireless network 
access 

1 web-access PC; 3 microform 
readers; 1 uv lamp; Reprographic 
services 1 microform reader 
printer with attached PC 

5 The 
College 

8 (6 with power 
points) 

 1 microfilm reader; 1 uv lamp; 1 
binocular microscope; 
Reprographic services; 1 webpac  

Room 1  33  33 PCs 
Room 2 10   
Room 3 120 (70 power 

points July 07) 
Wireless  1 webpac 

Room 4 35. Wireless  1 webpac;1 microfilm reader 
Room 7 14. Wireless  1 microfilm reader; 1 fiche reader, 

2 photocopiers, 2 webpacs;. 1 
CDRom workstation; 1 UK 
Computers+ PC 

Room 9   Deane Room 
Room 10    Wolfson Gallery 
Issue Desk   5 laptops for loan 
Totals 248   
 
2. Readers using SC 
Total number of readers registered as SC users 2009/10 
Readers registered for the year 2009/10 
(2008/9 in brackets) 

Palace 
Green & 5TC 

Staff 62 (78)  
Research 109 (74) 
Undergraduate 112 (103) 
External 535 (406)
Total 818 (661)
Total day visits 2234 (2319)
 
Durham University use of SC 2009/10 
Department Staff Research Undergrad Total 
Applied Social Sciences 1  1 2 
Archaeology 7 14 19 40 
Art  1 1 2 
Biological Sciences 2  1 3 

Palace Green (SC services) 
Term: 
Mon- Thurs 9.00 -18.00 
Fri   9.00 -17.00 
Sat   10.00 -13.00 
Vacation: 
Mon-Fri  9.00 -17.00 
5 The College 
Mon – Wed by prior appointment only. Normally no 
lunchtime, evening or weekend access.
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Business School  1  1 
Chemistry 1 2  3 
Classics 4 2 4 10 
Comb.Soc.Sci/Arts  3  3 
Criminology  4 1 5 
Engineering & Computer Science  2  2 
Education  2  2 
English Studies 5 4 24 34 
Geography  2  2 
History 14 49 25 88 
Law 1 2  3 
Modern Euro Langs 5 1 6 12 
Music 2 2 4 8 
Natural Sciences 1 2 2 5 
Philosophy  8 5 13 
Physics 1 1  2 
Politics  3 2 5 
Psychology 1   1 
SGIA  1 6 7 
Theology 6 11 9 26 
University Staff 2   2 
     
Total 62 112 109 283 
 
External readers using SC 2009/10 
Country of origin 
Of the 535 external readers 463 came from the UK (228 from the North East) and 72 
from abroad. 
Australia   7 
Canada   5 
France    3 
Germany   3 
Hungary   1 
Israel    2 
Italy    1 
Japan    3 

Netherlands   2 
New Zealand   8 
Norway   1 
Poland    1 
South Africa   1 
Sudan    1 
Switzerland   1 
USA    32

 
External institutions served 
External users included researchers from the following UK institutions of higher 
education etc: 
The universities of: Aberdeen; Aberystwyth; Bristol; Cambridge: Jesus College; 
Derby; Trinity College Dublin; Dundee; East Anglia; Edinburgh;  Exeter; Lancaster; 
Leeds; Liverpool; London School of Economics; University College London; 
Newcastle; Northumbria; Nottingham; Open University; Oxford: University, Jesus, St 
Antony’s Colleges, Trinity; Reading; Sheffield;  Southampton; Sunderland; Teesside; 
University of the West of Scotland; Winchester; York. 
Durham City Vision 
 
Overseas institutions of higher education included: 
Australia  Australian National University, Monash University, University of Western 

Australia 
Canada  Concordia University, University of Alberta, University of Guelph, McGill 

Queens University, University of Toronto, University of Western Ontario 
France Universite de Paris,  Universite d’Angers, EHESS Paris. 
Germany Free University Berlin, Humboldt University Berlin. 
Hungary University of Debrecen 



 

Israel Tel Aviv University 
Italy Universita Degli Studi Di Bergamo 
Japan Kyushu University, Sophia University 
Netherlands Delft University of Technology 
New Zealand University of Auckland, University of Waikoto, University of Canterbury, 

Massey University 
Norway Norwegian Forestry Group 
Poland Rzeszow University 
Sudan Khartoum University. 
USA: Brigham Young University, Brown University, Lancaster Theological 

Seminary, Michigan State University, New York University, Northwestern 
University, Ohio University, Texas Tech University, UCLA, University of 
Central California, University of North Carolina, University of Pennsylvania, 
University of Toledo, Yale University 

 
 
3. Use of collections 
Total productions to readers 2009/10 
Purpose of production Palace Green
Staff 921 (1,157) 
Research 1,060  (695) 
Undergraduate   564 (467)
External  5,310 (4,847) 
Queries (email, phone etc.) 573 (472) 
Exhibitions & classes 1,297 (1,207)
Total PG 8,363 ( 8,845)
Total 5TC 1,362 (761) 
Total productions 9,725 (9,601)
 
Distribution of use between collections 2009/10 
Total Productions for readers, enquiries, exhibitions 
Collections - archives 
Administrative - Auckland & Durham Diocesan Records 579 (859)
Administrative – Durham Bishopric & Palatinate 716 (880)
Administrative – Durham Cathedral Archives 1362 (761)
Administrative – probate 1130 (1200)
Administrative – smaller collections 123 (85)
Antiquarian papers 37(37) 
Cremation Society 83  (70)
Family papers   143 (104)
Grey 394 (358)
Howard of Naworth 200  (132)
Literary collections  117 (71)
Maps, prints 80 (168)
Miscellaneous mss, etc. 149 (102)
Music mss 23
Photographs, microfilms 75 (50) 
Political papers  290 (398)
Scholars papers 132 (24)
Scientific papers  44 (16)
Sudan Archive 1936 (1917)
University records 285(279)
Collections – printed and manuscript
Bamburgh books, Sel, Mss 227 (268)
Cosin books, Letterbooks, Mss 343 (479)
Howard Library books, Mss 21 
Collections – printed 
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Routh  407 (428)
SR, X, XL, SB, SC 948 (762)
Other closed collections 271(257) 
External collections 
Ushaw College 29 (17)
 
4. Reprographics and other income-generating services  
Photocopying     5,684 copies for 340 customers    £3,395 
Photography      2,201 images for 98 customers    £2,947 
Microfilm           2 films       £174 
Reproduction fees        £640 
Total          £7,156 
        
Sales of Publications 
106 copies         £1057.94 
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HC Annual Report 2009/2010 
APPENDIX C: SC Academic support and outreach 

1. Academic support - Resources classes 
Numbers of display classes: 29 (2009/10) 32 (2008/09); 14 (2007/08); 9 (2006/07) 

• History – postgrad induction (with Academic Support team); postgrad 
induction for medievalists and early modern MAs; training and open 
afternoons for 2nd years undergrads doing dissertations (with Academic 
Support  team); history of medicine classes for 2nd year undergrads; 
Reformation  class for 2nd year undergrads; consumer behaviour class for 3rd 
year undergrads; Colonial British America course display class; 2nd year 
undergrads history of the book class; visits for prospective undergraduate and 
postgraduate students. 

• English Studies – postgrad induction (with Academic Support); class using 
early modern books for undergrads; undergrad display class on medieval and 
early modern textual studies 

• Archaeology – induction for postgrads in museum and artefact studies; 3 
sessions on using archival material for creating a Victorian trail 

• Anthropology – material culture course  
• Philosophy - history of science display class for postgrads and undergrads 
• CMRS postgrad course on medieval bookhands – MMNS contributed a document 

display at 5TC; printing display class at 5TC 
 
2. Teaching for University 
16th- and 17th-century palaeography  Andrew Gray as part of Richard Gameson’s 

Palaeography course 
Medieval diplomatic Michael Stansfield as part of RG’s Palaeography course 
 
3. Visiting groups and conference visits 
Centre for 17th Studies conference, 14 July 2009 
CMRS Palaeography Summer School - displays on medieval Durham Cathedral Archives 
and Cosin mss September 2009  
Saints and Sanctity conference (Ecclesiastical History Society) 24 July 2009 
CMRS conference, 27 28 July 2009 
WESLINE conference 3 September 2009 
 
4. Presentations by staff and events attended 
AJG and FG presented session on probate and other family history records and the NEI 
project to various groups including staff at Northumberland and County Durham record 
offoces.. 
SP gave presentations at several national conferences on education resources including the 
Science Educators conference in Sunderland and the Cathedral Libraries and Archives 
Association triennial conference in Norwich. She also published an article Society of 
Archivists ARC magazine on hard to reach audiences. 
Stalls were manned by staff at various local history fairs such as the Sunderland 
Heritage Forum. 
SMH showed various groups and individuals around the buildings including potential 
donors for the Palace Green Library project Phase 2. There was also a visit by Vice-
Chancellors from universities from the USA, New Zealand, Australia, Sweden and 
Germany and we were able to find something for each area which greatly impressed 
our own VC. 
SMH gave papers at the CILIP Rare Books & Special Collections Group (Small 
historic libraries and the book trade); Historic Libraries Forum (Security); 
Preservation Advisory Centre (North East Collections Care Sceme/Framework) 
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5. Exhibitions and events  
Exhibitions at Palace Green Library 
North East Inheritance: an exhibition of wills and other probate records from 
the 16th to the 19th centuries. Palace Green Library, Monday 21st September to 
Wednesday 23rd December, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
The exhibition looks at a broad selection of wills and inventories and other probate 
records of persons who lived in Durham and Northumberland between 1526 and 
1858 and marks the completion of the cataloguing phase of the NEI project.  
“The Orchid and the Insect: 150 years of the Origin of the Species”, an 
exhibition by David Knight to mark the bicentennial of Charles Darwin, 23 
November 2009-15 January 2010 
After this the Palace Green Library exhibition programme was suspended when 
building work began. 
In the Main Library the “Changing Face of Durham” exhibited in PGL some years 
ago was redisplayed near the entrance on Level 2. 
  
Events at Palace Green 
Society of Bookbinders, Northern branch display and tour. 
Two events were held at PGL in November 2009 for the Durham Book Festival – the 
launch of the Faber New Poets book launch and a talk by Wendy Moores on her 
book on the Bowes marriage scandal surrounding the Georgian Countess of 
Strathmore. 
 
6. External relations and networking 
Sheila Hingley  

• History Board of Studies 
• CILIP Rare Books & Special Collections Group committee (vice-chair) 
• Cathedral Libraries and Archives Association executive committee 
• Norwich Cathedral library committee 
• NE Collections Care Framework Steering Group 
• VCH Durham Trust (hon. secretary) 

Jane Hogan  
• Sudan Studies Society of the UK committee  
• Sir William Luce Memorial Fund committee (hon. secretary)  

Richard Higgins  
• users’ and spoke developers' committees for the Archives Hub  
• advisory panel for the Archaeology Data Service 
• IMRS steering committee 
• member of GLAM 

Andrew Gray 
• member of the committee of the Modes Users Association 
• chair of the MUA’s Development committee  
• UCU representative 

Michael Stansfield 
• treasurer of AMARC 
• secretary of the Surtees Society Council 

Liz Branigan 
• convenor of the Society of Archivists’ Conservation Accreditation sub-

committee 
• NE Collections Care Framework Steering Group 
• instructor for the Society of Archivists Certificate in Conservation  

Sarah Price 
• vice-chair of Regional Education Archive Panel 
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• represented HC at Science, Technology and Engineering Around Museums 
(STEAM) meetings 

Alastair Fraser 
• Great North Museum Library planning committee 
• Library Committee of Society of Antiquaries of Newcastle upon Tyne 

 
7. Publications and media use of the collections 
The demand for permission to film at PG has increased greatly this year, putting 
extra pressure on staff as each session has to be supervised. As we have drawn up 
a filming application and contract, film makers know in advance what to expect, and 
what they cannot do and this has helped to streamline the process.  Copies of the 
paperwork have been sent to Rachel Clark, the University’s Legal and Contracts 
Support Officer to check for their validity. Income has been derived from external 
contracts but work for the University is done free of charge. 

• Fischer Film Produktion of Austria: film on Slatin Pasha, using items from the 
Sudan Archive (November 2009) 

• Cactus TV: interview using some of the Baker Baker Papers on Mary Eleanor 
Bowes (March 2010) 

• BBC Mapping the World: interview with Martin Pratt (February 2010) 
• BBC Regional TV film on the history of weather recordings at Durham by 

Gordon Manley: interview with Professor Burt (May 2010) 
• Marie Claire photo shoot (June 2010) 
• Interview with Richard Gameson talking about selected treasures of the 

Library, for a film to illustrate the new University strategy (June 2010) 
• BBC & ITV film on the return of the Shakespeare First Folio (July 2010) 
• Film on Symeon of Durham (July 2010) 

 
Sudan Archive photographs appeared in the following: 

• 8 photographs in the 6th edition of P.M. Holt and M.W. Daly, A history of the 
Sudan from the coming of Islam to the present day (Longman) 

• 1 photograph on the book jacket of Robert S. Kramer, Holy city on the Nile: 
Omdurman, 1885-1898 (Markus Wiener Publishers) 

• 1 photograph in Iris Seri-Hersch, “Did friends and enemies change upon 
decolonization? A Sudanese history handbook for elementary schools, 1949-
1958” in The International Society for Historical and Systematic Research on 
Schoolbooks, Concepts of friends and enemies in schoolbooks (University of 
Augsburg, Germany). 

• 1 map in Ahmad Sikainga, “Slaves and slave culture in Khartoum in the 19th 
century” in a volume on race and slavery in 19th century Egypt to be 
published by the American University in Cairo Press. 

• 1 photograph in the Annual Report for the Institute of Advanced Study 
• 3 photographs in Terje Tvedt, “Water – a source of wars or a pathway to 

peace? An empirical critique of two dominant schools of thought on water and 
international politics” in T. Tvedt, G. Chapman and R. Hagen, Water and 
geopolitics in the new world order 

• 1 photograph of the Gordon banknotes in the Times Higher Education 
• 15 photographs in a documentary film on Jews of the Sudan 
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HC Annual Report 2009/2010 
APPENDIX D: HC Access and Learning Department Report  

Overview 
This year has witnessed the successful embedding of the Access and Learning team 
and its school visit programme. A range of sessions have been developed, trialled 
and run at the Botanic Garden and new sessions have been developed at both 
Museums and Palace Green, many of which have benefited from project funding. 
The team has also expanded the service offered to VI form students and teachers at 
the Main Library with assistance from colleagues in Academic Support. One obvious 
sign of our developing national reputation is the team being asked to and 
subsequently running an outreach session on slavery for a secondary school in 
Wigan. Further progress has also been made on working with the Cathedral and 
World Heritage Site co-ordinator and a two day family festival to celebrate WHS day 
was held on Palace Green in April. Closer links have also been developed with 
colleagues in Science Outreach and Student Access and Recruitment with a number 
of joint working initiatives now in progress.  
 
Visits 
School visitor figures have once again been affected by the long term absence of a 
team member during the busiest period. However, visitor numbers at the Oriental 
Museum are considerably higher than last year with much positive feedback about 
the enhanced quality of the visits received.  The number of hits on the 4schools 
website has also increased.  
 

Oriental Museum 2372 
Old Fulling Mill 1034 
Palace Green 531 
Main 
Library/Stockton 

243 

4schools (page 
downloads) 

764,557 

Botanic Garden  
 
The Access and Learning team have also taken on the responsibility of devising and 
running a family activities programme at the Botanic Garden. These sessions take 
place once per month at weekends and one per week during school holidays.  
 
Projects 
Creating Community Archives. DUL was a partner in this project to engage 
prisoners in HMYOI Deerbolt with the wider community through the medium of art 
and drama. The project used a range of archival sources from DUL and DCRO 
relating to the Second World War to produce an exhibition and presentation. DUL 
received a commendation from Safe Ground (the charity running the project) for our 
role in the project. 
Learning Links 
DUL received MLA funding to develop our education service by working with new 
audiences. We worked with our local infant school to develop new workshop 
activities, a walking trail of Durham and series of interactive whiteboard resources on 
the theme of Homes and Houses. 
The OFM was also the recipient of a Learning Links grant to develop a session called 
Wear Romans. John Roxborough worked very successfully with All Saints school in 
Lanchester on a week long cross-curricular project that focused on Romans in 
County Durham. The feedback from the school was excellent.  
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Science in Your World 
This joint ASC/OFM project received funding from MLA to produce a new session 
that embedded science and engineering. We worked with colleagues in the Science 
Outreach team and Earth Sciences to develop a series of activities focusing on 
Victorian coal mining. The session was successfully piloted in May. 
Stories of the World 
Work has begun on the first Stories of the World project (part of the Cultural 
Olympiad) which aims to create a young person’s guide to the Museum. A Project 
Officer, Matt Greenhall, was appointed and took up post in July. He has already 
considerably expanded the group of young people recruited to work on the project 
and is now assisting them with attaining the project objectives.  
Arty-Facts 
DUL received funding from MLA to work with Framwellgate School on using archives 
in art. The resulting project combines the use of historic images of Durham City with 
modern photographic images and art work produced by the young people. Once 
completed these will be printed out and put on display. 
Learning Arc 
DUL  acted as the lead partner in the project to transform the Regional Education 
Archives Panel (REAP) to Learning Arc. This coalition of education and outreach 
specialists working in North East archives is now being used as a model of best 
practice by MLA. Associated with this project was an advocacy campaign that saw 
the development of a range of marketing materials and the running of a very 
successful conference for teachers. 
 
External Outreach  
Conferences 
Sarah Price presented a paper at a conference on Audience Development in 
Museums and Archives on working with teenagers; spoke at the Teaching China 
conference organised by Tyne and Wear Museums and the British Museum on the 
University’s resources on China; ran a workshop on slavery at the Learning Arc 
conference; and ran a session at the CLAA annual conference on ways of engaging 
users with special collections. 
Postgraduate training at other institutions 
SP presented a session on the resources of DUL’s Heritage Collections for 
postgraduates studying at Newcastle University. 
Initial Teacher Training One day workshop 
The team co-hosted a workshop on Visual Arts and Literacy for students undertaking 
ITT at Durham and Northumbria Universities. 
Publications 
SP had an article on Engaging with Hard to Reach Audiences published in ARC 
magazine. 
Clayport Clewers 
SP and JR have run a series of sessions for children interested in local history at 
Clayport Library using the resources of DUL Heritage Collections. 
World Heritage Site Weekend 
A two-day celebratory event was held in April on Palace Green. We worked with the 
education officers from the Cathedral and the WHS co-ordinator to put on a 
programme of family activities. The model of working was so successful that we have 
been asked by the BBC to put on a similar event in August that focuses on the 
Norman history of Durham. 

 
Sarah Price 
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HC annual report 2009/2010 
APPENDIX E: SC Principal accessions of mss, papers and books 

Manuscripts and papers 
Additional manuscripts 
Anonymous donor 
Arthur Hutchings, Overture "Oriana Triumphans". Manuscript copy of the score of the 
overture dated 23 April 1953. 1 file (Misc.2008/09:110) 
Presented by Dr David Watkinson 
Deeds for 45 Claypath, Durham, and also properties in Ferryhill, 1749-1880. 2 boxes 
(Misc.2009/10:8) 
Presented by Mr Wade Hall-Craggs 
Rowing diaries and photo albums (4 each) of Wade Hall-Craggs as a student at 
Durham University 1986-1990. 8 vols (Misc.2009/10:41) 
Bequest of Edward Cawley of Bristol and Stamford  
10 framed medieval manuscript leaves, mainly from an Italian 14th century service 
book; 1 framed leaf and one loose leaf from a large psalter, late 15th century Italian 
or Spanish; single leaf final concord re Bradford, 1740 with facsimile seals; one 
medieval ecclesiastical and a facsimile impression of a medallion commemorating 
the marriage of Mary Queen of Scots and Francis II of France. 12 parchment leaves 
(Misc. 2009/10:50) 
Presented by Dr Richard Higgins 
Bede, Cuthbert (pseud. of Edward Bradley): autograph manuscript of a brief article 
(or extended note) on A Book written with a single pen, signed 'Cuthbert Bede, B.A.' 
1f (Misc.2009/10:52) 
Purchased from Alex Fotheringham, Bookseller 
Augmentation of tithes - bundle of papers relating to estates in Northumberland and 
Durham, including a copy of Queries relating to the purchase of lands and tythes for 
augmenting poor cures, &c. 1766-74; 
St Nicholas Church Newcastle upon Tyne - minutes of proceedings of the Vestry 
concerning the payment for repair of the chancel of the church, Dec 1754, with reply 
by Thomas Sharp, Aug 1755. (Misc.2008/09:109) 
Presented by Mr and Mrs C. Peart 
50 deeds (1665-1904) associated with the freehold and customary freehold estate at 
Windyside, Westgate-in-Weardale in St John's Chapel. 2 boxes. (Misc.2009/10:74) 
Presented by Mr Mark Budgen 
"Original water colour drawings by Emma S Matthews", commenced 1876, with 
cuttings of printed notices of inclusion in art exhibitions ca. 1880 at Devonport. 
Victorian era scenes: domestic interiors, family scenes and landscapes (primarily, 
where identified, Devon or Kent). (Misc.2009/10:82) 
Purchased from Alex Fotheringham, Bookseller 
Papers relating to the Crewe Trust: "Writs and Memoranda relating to Bamburgh 
Castle". Transcripts mainly from the Liberate Rolls and the Patent Rolls then kept in 
the Tower of London. Also transcripts relating to the King's Castle, Newcastle and 
other matters of northern interest. Late 19th century. (Misc.2009/10:73) 
10 bundles of documents relating to Bamburgh, mid 18th - mid 19th century. 16 
documents about Bamburgh parish 1830-34. 2 boxes. (Misc.2009/10:78) 
Purchased from Richard J. Hodgson (bookseller) 
Soft vellum bound volume, written throughout with material ca. 1750-1860, mainly 
accounts of various commodities, including coal and agricultural produce ca. 1761-
1776. 1 vol. (Misc.2009/10:81) 
Purchased from C.R.Johnson, Rare Book Collections 
Reports, accounts (mainly printed), invoices and correspondence of the Alnwick 
Infirmary 1857, 1890-95. Includes letters of application and testimonials for the post 
of house surgeon 1890. 1 file. (Misc.2009/10:85) 
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Presented by Ms Zoe McAuley 
Graveyard survey of St Cuthbert's Cemetery, Elvet Hill Road, Durham, by Zoe 
McAuley, 2009. 1 file + 2CDs (Misc.2009/2010:148) 
Presented by Mr Mark Budgen 
Papers of Colonel Leonard Lodzia-Michalski (d. 1963), 7th Lancers, Polish Army and 
commander Polish Armoured Fighting Vehicle and Electrical and Mechanical 
Engineer Training Centre, Catterick: letters, press cuttings and press release 
concerning operations of 1st Polish Armoured Division, Falaise, Normandy, 1944; 
memorial address by Col. J. Smolenski containing biography of Col. Lodzia-
Michalski, 1963; pamphlet The Poles in Great Britain 1971 /Polish Ex-Combatants 
Association, 1971. 1 file (Misc.2009/2010:157) 
Presented by Mr R.C. Norris 
Ephemera of music and other cultural events in Durham, collected especially by 
David Ramage, librarian, but also by Roger Norris and others, 1940-1982. 5 files 
(Misc.2009/2010:158) 
Presented by Mrs Anne Kingsley 
Deeds for property in Bishopwearmouth Rectory manor, Sunderland (some marked 
as "Wester House") 1708-1881. 2 files (Misc.2009/2010:159) 
Purchased from Alex Fotheringham, Bookseller 
Papers relating to the Crewe Trust: "Writs and Memoranda relating to Bamburgh 
Castle". Transcripts mainly from the Liberate Rolls and the Patent Rolls then kept in 
the Tower of London. Also transcripts relating to the King's Castle, Newcastle and 
other matters of northern interest. Late 19th century. 1 file. Misc.2009/10:73 
10 bundles of documents relating to Bamburgh, mid 18th - mid 19th century. 16 
documents about Bamburgh parish 1830-34. 2 boxes. (Misc.2009/10:78) 
Purchased from Richard J. Hodgson (bookseller) 
Soft vellum bound volume, written throughout with material ca. 1750-1860, mainly 
accounts of various commodities, including coal and agricultural produce ca. 1761-
1776. 1 vol. (Misc.2009/10:81) 
Purchased from C.R.Johnson, Rare Book Collections 
Reports, accounts (mainly printed), invoices and correspondence of the Alnwick 
Infirmary 1857, 1890-95. Includes letters of application and testimonials for the post 
of house surgeon 1890. 1 file. (Misc.2009/10:85) 

 
Allegri String Quartet Archive 
Presented by Mr Peter Carter and Mr David Roth 
Allegri Quartet material including programmes, posters, photographs, tapes, 
contracts, financial accounts, correspondence, scores, reviews, recordings, diaries, 
etc. 35 boxes (Misc.2009/2010:139, 140) 
Butler Papers 
Presented by Mr Jeremy Butler via Mr Arthur Wells 
Papers of Bishop Basil Edward  [Christopher] Butler  (1902–1986), Roman Catholic 
bishop and theologian, chiefly correspondence with his brother Cuthbert Hilary 
Butler, 1929-1985 and his mother [Bertha Alice Butler nee Bowman],1946; and 
newspaper clippings. 1 box (Misc.2009/10:67) 
Letters to Miss Mary Alice Butler, ca.1946-2002, mainly from her brother Bishop Basil 
Butler (1902–1986), Roman Catholic bishop and theologian. 2 files. 
(Misc.2009/10:83) 
Hawley Papers 
Presented by Lady Hawley 
Further papers of Sir Donald Hawley (1921-2008), formerly of the Sudan Legal 
Department and the Foreign and Commonwealth Office, including correspondence, 
memoirs, drafts of printed books, press cuttings, etc. 2 boxes (Misc.2009/2010:137) 
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H.C. Hill Papers 
Presented by Mr David Hill 
Papers of the late Mr H.C. (Harry) Hill, formerly of British Paints (WA) Ltd, including 
personal correspondence and correspondence re British Paints (WA) Ltd and the 
Ikeja and Apapa Manufacturers' Association, Nigeria, 1967-1983; letters of 
applications for jobs at British Paints, Nigeria 1968-1971; invitations, programmes, 
flyers etc,1966-1971; press cuttings, Nigeria 1970-1971; Nigerian maps, newspapers 
and pamphlets; 5 diaries written by Mr Hill in Uganda, 1979-1981. 1 box (Misc. 
2009/2010:150) 
 
Pratt Green Collection 
Presented by the Wesley Historical Society 
18 printed hymn books, 2 ms. hymn books, 1813-1992. 20 vols 
(Misc.2009/2010:156) 
 
Durham University Records 
Transferred from the Library 
Durham University Library annual reports and statistics; Librarian’s Advisory Group 
papers; Library Committee papers; also advisory committees and user group papers 
1934-2008. 4 metres (Misc.2009/10:2) 
Durham University Library gifts register forms 1994-2000. 4 boxes (Misc.2009/10:60) 
Transferred from the University Office 
Durham University, University Office files 1963-2004. 8 metres (Misc.2009/10:3) 
Durham University Human Resources academic and non-academic staff files 1963-
1991. 10 metres (Misc.2009/10:4) 
Durham University publications including Calendars 1833-1963, Gazettes and 
Warden's Reports. 3 metres (Misc. 2009/10:5) 
Durham University Honorary Degree orations 30 June - 3 July 2009. 1 file 
(Misc.2009/10:22) 
Durham University Senate and Council minutes 2005/6-2007/8. 8 vols 
(Misc.2009/10:29) 
Pass lists for ordinary and higher degrees 1968-1979; Congregation registers, being 
lists of graduands 1938-1975; student record cards c.1900-1970; University 
Calendars 1843, 1880-1962. 8 metres (Misc. 2009/10:34) 
Durham University exam papers 2009; Boards of Examiners files 1967-2007, mostly 
2000-2007. 12 metres. Misc.2009/10:84 
Presented by Mrs Eunice Farlam 
Geology lecture notes of Jeffery Farlam, University College, Durham, BSc 1950; also 
his RAF and Canadian RAF log books 1942-1947; two photograph albums of training 
with the RCAF in Canada 1945 and travelling in Europe and being stationed in Iraq 
with the RAF 1947; University and professional certificates 1950-1987.1 box (Misc. 
2009/10:38,48) 
Presented by Mrs Karen G. Sherman 
Concert programmes, bills for music lessons, exams and degree certificates and 
sports programme of Roland Butterfield (DU, Castle, BA 1909, BD 1925) 1902-1925. 
1 file (Misc.2009/10:39) 
Presented by Revd Canon Trevor Pitt, Principal Ushaw College 
Records of the North-East Ordination Course, 1976-2009 which served the churches 
in the North East by providing pre-ordination or pre-accreditation education for 
candidates who had been sponsored by their respective churches. The records 
comprise minutes of the governing body/council and various committees, validation 
documents, handbooks, directories, memorandum of agreement, Charity 
Commission papers, inspection report, lists of students and tutors, sample student 
files, course programmes and modules, prospectuses, newsletters and publicity 
material. 2 metres (Misc.2009/10:49) 
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Presented by Ms Joanna FitzGerald 
Records of Stephen Frederick Warth (1884-1971), University College LTh 1907,BA 
1911, MA 1928: 3 university degree certificates 1907-1928; 2 ordination certificates 
1907-1908; Durham MA hood [1928] (Misc.2009/10:61) 
Presented by Ms Catherine Hyde 
Album of Sarah Collinson of fellow St Hild and St Bede students' drawings, pictures, 
signatures, 1905-1911; DU B.Com. Exam papers of Doreen Cradock 1938-1939. 1 
vol & 1 file (Misc.2009/10:64) 
Purchased from John Turton, Antiquarian Bookseller 
University of Durham Estate Committee Minute Book, May 1909 - Sept 1912; 
University College Journal Dec 1905 - July 1923; Shute Barrington, Bishop of 
Durham, A charge delivered to the clergy of the diocese of Durham at the ordinary 
visitation … July 1801. (London: 1802). 2 vols, 1 pamphlet (Misc.2008/09:108) 
Presented by Dr Brian Shillaker 
Brian Shillaker (Hatfield 1953-1959, BSc, PhD) Chemistry undergraduate notes 
1953-1956 and copy photos of Hatfield days 1956-1959 and reunions 1981-2007. 2 
vols, 4 files. Misc.2009/10:76 
Presented by Mrs M R Penfold 
Durham University Palatinate student newspaper, various issues from June 1949 to 
December 1953, with The Hatfield Record Vol.11 No.2, Autumn 1954. 26 
newspapers. Misc.2009/10:88 
Deposited by Dr R.I. Higgins 
University College records: JCR accounts 1996; Lowe library shelf lists and 
borrowing registers 1937-1970 and other modern pamphlets. 1 box 
(Misc.2009/2010:106) 
Deposited by the Society 
Durham University Orchestral Society bills and invoices, programme and promotional 
material 1982-1995. 4 files (Misc.2009/2010:115) 
Deposited by Ms Annie Lund, president Durham University History Society 
Durham Colleges/University Historical Society meetings minute books 1937-1966. 2 
vols (Misc.2009/2010:125) 
Presented by Ms Gilliam Tottle 
University of Durham College of Medicine Calendars 1903-1919. 6 vols 
(Misc.2009/2010:127) 
Deposited by Ms Carrie Beattie 
Durham University School of Education staff files 1985-2003 and 1985-2002. 4 boxes 
(Misc.2009/2010:128, 138) 
Deposited by St Mary’s College 
Durham University collections mark sheets 1971/2-1974/5; Hatfield College battels 
book Epiphany 1952; Durham Women's Union Society presidential address, 
constitution and term card 1960-1961. 5 files, 1 vol (Misc.2009/2010:134) 
Presented by Mr John Lumsden 
Programmes for concerts and plays in Durham, mostly by University/College groups, 
1968-2007. 1 box (Misc.2009/2010:141) 
Presented by Mr N.M. Clayton 
Academic and professional certificates, gown, cap and hoods of Thomas Morrison 
Clayton, 1894-1905. Also academic and professional certificates of his son Thomas 
Morrison Clayton 1933-1943. 2 boxes (Misc.2009/2010:145) 
 
Durham Diocesan Records 
Personal papers of Miss Phyllis Carter (formerly Diocesan Secretary).  Mainly 
photographs relating to her work for the diocese and related bodies, plus some 
personal/family papers and photographs, mid-20th Cent - 1990s. 1 box. 
Misc.2009/10:80 
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Sudan Archive 
Presented by the School of Oriental and African Studies 
24 large photographs of the Dinka tribe, taken by the Central Office of Information, 
1950s. (SAD/G//S 1347) 
Presented by Mr and Mrs M. Tibbs 
Illustrated account of a visit by Michael and Anne Tibbs to the Hague for the case 
concerning the Abyei Boundary Commission report heard before the Permanent 
Court of Appeal, 2009. (SAD/G//S 1348) 
Presented by Mr Charles Stanton 
1 photograph album covering N. Sudan in the 1930s and 32 x 16 mm films taken in 
Sudan, Palestine, Egypt and Tripoli, 1930s and 1940s by John Percy Stanton (1900-
1974), formerly of the Sudan Defence Force (1925-1938?). 3 boxes (SAD/G//S 1349) 
Presented by Mr Mike Kojan 
Further papers and photographs of Mr W. Kinmonth, Khartoum Province Police 
1912-193, covering visits by the Duke of York in 1925 and by Lord Allenby in 1920 
and Khartoum Province Mounted Police. 1 file (SAD/G//S 1350) 
Presented by Rev Simon Hamill-Stewart 
Journal of a trip from India to England by J.D. Hamill-Stewart (who later accompanied 
Gordon to Khartoum), travelling through Java, China, Japan and Siberia, 1874. 1 vol. 
(SAD/G//S 1353) 
Presented by Miss Lorna Kingdon 
58 photographs taken by F.D. Kingdon, Sudan Political Service 1921-1948, mostly 
taken at Dueim in the 1920s and at Rumbek and Malakal, 1928-1948 
(SAD/G//S 1354) 
Presented by Dr T. Peter Ormerod 
Additional papers, letters and photographs of Dr J.B. Christopherson, Sudan Medical 
Department 1902-1919, covering both his service in the Sudan and during the Boer 
War. 2.5 boxes (SAD/G//S 1356) 
Presented by Mr Peter Clarke 
Papers and photographs of W.P.D. Clarke, Sudan Political Service, 1912-1934, 
including over 200 photographs of Blue Nile Province, scenes around Khartoum and 
tour of the Nuba Mountains, 1920s-1930s; trek report detailing a trek from Khartoum 
west into Kordofan, 1931 and file of extracts from Clarke’s letters home from the 
Sudan, 1912-1916. 0.5 box (SAD/G//S 1358) 
Presented by Mr Michael Carter 
Papers of Arthur Frederick James Carter, formerly of Gellatly Hankey & Co, including 
passports, contracts of employment with Gellatly Hankey & Co, and 102 
photographs, mostly of N.E. Sudan. 0.5 box (SAD/G//S 1359) 
Presented by Frederique Cifuentes Morgan 
Copy of a film by Gadalla Gubara: "Independence Day, Khartoum 1956". (G//S 1362) 
Loaned for copying by Ms Ann Collett-White 
Papers of W.N. Monteith (1915-2004), Sudan Political Service 1938-1954: 7 diaries, 
1937-1954; 1 album of photographs. (G//S 1364) 
Presented by Ms Jean Bray 
Film entitled "Letters to Khartoum: an untold tale of desert intrigue", made at Sudeley 
Castle 2007-2008; letter of the Mahdi, copied from an original at Sudeley Castle. 
(G//S 1365) 
Presented by Mr I.R. Williams 
291 x 35mm colour slides taken by I.R. Williams (b. 1923), Ministry of Finance and 
Education, 1949-1985, many in and around Khartoum but also Northern Province, 
Kassala and Kordofan. 1963-1985. 2 boxes (G//S 1366) 
Presented by Rev Canon Timothy Biles 
Papers relating to the Anglican Church in the Sudan, including photographs, 
postcards, press cuttings, orders of service, correspondence and printed items. 0.5 
box (G//S 1368) 
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Papers of Sir John Stainer and Family 
Deposited by Mr Gareth Stainer, Dr Juliet Dusinberre (née Stainer) and Mr 
Michael Newsom.  
Papers 1760-2001: Manuscript and printed copies of musical works of Sir John 
Stainer (13 published titles); 10 manuscript volumes including an autograph version 
of The Crucifixion with the engraver's markings; correspondence of Sir John Stainer 
including original letters of Sir Arthur Sullivan, William Gladstone, Lord Salisbury, Sir 
Hubert Parry; diaries of Lady Stainer and notebooks by other members of the family 
and other family papers; photographs of the Stainer, Randall, Cecil, Mallam and 
Margetson families; medal of the Musicians' Company and the Legion d’Honneur. 23 
vols & 4 boxes (Misc.2008/09:99) 
An address presented to John Stainer, 1888; Stainer in D ; 9 Stainer genealogical 
notebooks (temporary deposit). 11 vols (Misc.2009/2010:124) 
 
Miscellaneous printed books 
Presented by Dr Keith Gilroy  
Denis Diderot, Pensées Philosophiques (Londres [i.e.Amsterdam: 1757); Izaak 
Walton and Charles Cotton, The Compleat Angler. 3rd edition ed by Sir John 
Hawkins. (London: John & Francis Rivington, 1775); Isaac Newton, Traite d'optique 
sur les réflexions, r fractions, inflexions, et les couleurs, de la lumière. (Paris: 
Montalant, 1722); Erasmus Darwin, The temple of Nature; or the origin of society: a 
poem. (London: for J. Johnson, 1803). 1st edition; Herman Boerhaave, Boerhaave's 
Aphorisms (London: for A. Bettesworth, 1735); William Wordsworth, A decade of 
years: poems by William Wordsworth 1798-1807. 
Private press books:  Jean de Joinville, History of Saint. Louis, (Newtown: Gregynog 
Press,1937); Xenophon, Cyrupaedia (Newtown: Gregynog Press, 1936); 
(Hammersmith: Doves Press, 1911). 8 vols (Misc.2008/09:115,121; Misc.2009/10:63) 
The Book of Common Prayer … showing variants from the Prayer Book of the 
Church of England in the Prayer Book of the American Church. (London: Essex 
House Press, 1903.).1 vol; Siegfried Sassoon, Path to peace, (Worcester: Stanbrook 
Abbey Press, 1960); Christmas lyrics (Worcester: Stanbrook Abbey Press, 1957); 
Raissa Maritain, Thirty poems (Worcester: Stanbrook Abbey Press, 1955). 3 vols. 
Address by William Morris (London: Longmans,1898); Algernon Swinburne, Atalanta 
in Calydon (Hammersmith: Kelmscott Press, 1894); Daphnis and Chloe (New York & 
London: Elston Press, 1904); Doves Press; the start of a worry (Dallas : Bridwell 
Library, 1983); T.J. Cobden-Sanderson, Amantium irae, (Hammersmith: Doves 
Press, 1914); John Milton, Paradise lost (Hammersmith: Doves Press, 1902), 
Paradise regained (Hammersmith: Doves Press, 1905); Colin Franklin, The 
Ashendene Press (Dallas : Bridwell Library, 1986); Wisdom of Jesus (London: 
Ashendene Press, 1932); Dante Alighieri, Divina Commedia (London: Nonsuch 
Press, 1928). (Misc.2009/10:89,96,102,103) 
The Odyssey of Homer, translated by T.E. Lawrence. Printed and published in 
London by Sir Emery Walker, Wilfred Merton and Bruce Rogers, (1928-32);  
Letters from T.E. Shaw (Lawrence) to Bruce Rogers (1933); More Letters from T.E. 
Shaw to Bruce Rogers (1936), privately printed by William Rudge; St Francis of 
Assisi, I fioretti del glorioso povorello di Cristo S. Francesco di Assisi. (Chelsea: 
Ashendene Press, 1922), one of 240 paper copies; Bruce Rogers and Emery Walker, 
Typographical partnership: ten letters between Bruce Rogers and Emery Walker 
1907-31. Together with an unpublished fragment of Bruce Rogers' Bye-ways of 
book-making. (Cambridge: printed for the Carl H. Pforzheimer Library by the 
University Press, 1971), one of 350 copies; Giovanni Boccaccio, Boccaccio's 
Decameron. (London: Shakespeare Head Press, 1934). (Misc.2009/2010:126, 135) 
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Presented by Mr Mark Budgen 
Testimonials of Colonel T.F. Wilson, C.B., Bengal Staff Corps. Aide-de-Camp to the 
Queen. [Privately printed, c.1871.] During General Wilson's long military career in 
India from 1838 to at least 1871 he was involved in various actions including the 
siege of Lucknow. 1 pamphlet (Misc.2009/2010:143) 
Purchased from David Temperley, Fine and Antiquarian Books 
Christopher Hunter, Durham Cathedral, as it was before the Dissolution of the 
monastry. 1st edition. (Durham: printed by J. Ross for Mrs Waghorn, 1733). In a 
Waghorn binding with a previously unknown variant of a Waghorn roll. 1 vol 
(Misc.2009/2010:108) 
Purchased from Pickering & Chatto, Antiquarian Booksellers 
Memoir of Grace Horsley Darling, the heroine of the Farnes. (Berwick-upon-Tweed: 
Warder Office, 1843) 1st edition. 1vol (Misc.2009/2010:111) 
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HC annual report 2009/2010 
APPENDIX F: HC Conservation Unit Report  

Summary of achievements 
o Continued high standard of practical conservation work achieved by the 

conservation department. 
o Substantial progress made on the conservation of SC collections with 3 staff 

working full time on our own collections. 
o Successful completion of NEI conservation project. 
o Mounted two exhibitions to deadline. 
o PG building project Phase 1: Attended Steering Group meetings, Design 

Group meetings, Site Meetings, meetings with contractors and Phase 2 
Design Group meetings.  

o Full condition survey and treatment reports for Cosin’s library restoration 
project prepared for listed building consent. 

o Remedial conservation work on the painted friezes in Bishop Cosin’s library 
completed and paid for by the ICON Collection Care Award prize money. 

o Assisted in the mounting of the objects for the Golden Jubilee Exhibition at 
the Oriental Museum. 

o Detailed object  by object report with costings, for the Cathedral Treasures 
exhibition de-installation and storage, produced by the end of August 2009 for 
a special FAC meeting on 14th September 2009.  

o Extension and funding for the North East Collections Care Framework from 
Renaissance funding, in partnership with the Museums Hub, until March 
2011. 

o Project leading the establishment of the North East Regional Disaster 
Network 

o Handling and expert witness for the Shakespeare First Folio trial. 
Staff 
Chrissie Duncan had her contract extended by endowment funding. 
 
Details of work completed by the conservation unit July 2009-2010 
                                                                            
 
Volumes : binding and paper repair 
 

Staff 

SB0300 Thomas More’s 
Utopia 

Leaves dry cleaned and drop back box made.  EL-J 

DCG Barbers Vol 1 Paper repair, resewn and limp vellum cover repaired. 
Rehoused in 4 Flap folder.  

EL-J 
 

Cosin MS.V.V.15   MS on parchment bound in full leather. Rebacked and 
rehoused in drop back box 

EL-J 
 

Bamburgh M.VI.26 Dry-cleaned and wet-treated. Paper repair in 
progress. 

EL-J 
 

SC 01970 W.Dyer Christ’s 
Famous Titles 1677 

Leather Reback CD 

SC 01398 The Complete 
Angler 

Rebacked and drop- back box made CD 

ASC Ref Y4/2 CLE/GRA 
The History of Cleveland 

Map in volume repaired CD 

SB +00442 Fifty 
comedies and tragedies 

Paper tears repaired CD 

SB0359 Apuleius 
Metarmorphoses 1536 

In progress CD 

SB05518 Euclidid 
Elementorum Libri XV 

In progress CD 
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DPR 1/4/8  Durham 
Probate Records 

In progress CD 

R.LVII.C.18-20 Allen’s 
York 

3 cloth bound volumes. Resewn and rebound in cloth HP 

R.LVII.D.28 Annotationes 
Geographicae 

Leather reback HP 

R.LVII.C.13 Map of 
Hindoostan 

Half leather reback HP 

R.LVII.G.22 Peterborough 
Cathedral       

Paper Binding resewn and rebacked HP 

R.LVII.B.17 Parish of 
Tixall 

Paper binding. Resewn, repaired and rebacked. HP 

R.LVII.E.20 Nubia and 
Abyssinia 

Cloth reback HP 

SC+ 00354, 355, 357, 358, 
361, 362 & 363 Boys Own 
Annuals 

Seven cloth bound volumes. Colour plates separated 
and repaired. Binding repairs completed.  

HP 

Consistory Court Ex 
Officio Act Books 
DDR/EJ/CCA/2/5 and 2/6 

In progress HP 

 
Flat sheet etc. Staff 
Wood Plans 
 

Chris Tallantire continues to volunteer to clean these 
plans. 

Mahdi’s Letter Repaired and rehoused in folder. Facsimile mounted in 
original frame  

EL-J 

C//S 1170 – pastel 
drawing 

Humidified to flatten and rehoused in folder EL-J 

DPR1/8/3/1 Single parchment leaf cleaned and flattened  EL-J 
 
Boxmaking and packaging Staff 
Elliot MS 1-7 & 10 Cleaned and rehoused in polyester pockets EL-J 
Add MS 732 Bede Drawings Rehoused in 9 x 4 Flap folders EL-J 
SAD/PF26/2/1-2 & PF26/3/4  Encapsulated EL-J 
OSR/19c 12 mediaeval ms leaves deframed repaired and rehoused  CD 
OSR Shelf 19d 15 miscellaneous parchment documents with pendant seals 

cleaned flattened and boxes made 
CD 

Routh’s wig and mortar 
board 

Correx boxes made CD 

Edward Bradley pictures 1 picture deframed and repackaged  CD 
Baker Baker 68/218 4 Flap folder made CD 
UND/EA1/JC10B 
Photograph 

Deframed, cleaned and encapsulated in 4 flap folder HP 

Cuthbert Bede Sketches 14 sketches deframed, acidic mounts removed and 
repackaged 

HP 

Add.MS.1711/19 & SD 
00270 
Add.MS.1739/1-2 

2 sketches and 1 print repackaged HP 
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Other Staff 
DUL Annual Reports Bound in buckram with slipcase EL-J 
DCD Misc. Charters 3624 Seal repaired EL-J 
SAD/G//S 6281/1 Ali 
Dinars sword scabbard 

Leather consolidated and box in progress EL-J 

Exhibition Hall banners 
 

Cleaned and packaged for storage 
 

EL-J 
CD HP 

Sudan objects  
G//S1333/1 Car flag 
G//S1179 Umar Pasha 
Bust 

Labelled direct (varnished ink) and packaged EB 
 

Bookcases in Cosin’s 
Library 
 
 

Conservation cleaning EB, EL-
J, CD, 
HP 

Surveys 
Packaging of Misc Charters 5TC EB 
OSR Incunabula  EB 
Assess /photograph Sound & Music archive, Essex EL-J 
Exhibitions etc 
Sept 2009 NEI Project conservation CD, EB, EL-J 
Nov 2009 ‘The Orchid and the Insect’ Darwin exhibition EB, EL-J, CD, HP 
08.06.10   ‘Marie Claire’ Fashion Photo shoot in Routh EB 
Preservation 
Decontamination room 
Lord Crewe Charity (2 boxes books dusted) CD 
Lambton (16 boxes, 1 suitcase and loose papers) EL-J, CD 
Wylde papers (2 boxes) HP 
Allegri papers (37 items, including 8 large boxes, 23 green boxes, 6 mixed items HP  
Environmental and buildings 
Regular environmental monitoring, calibration and pest trap routines by all staff in the 
conservation unit.  
PG building project Phase 1 (EB)  
Attended Steering Group meetings, Design Group meetings, Site Meetings, meetings with 
contractors and Phase 2 Design Group meetings.  
Liaised with Site manager, MF, Architects, Interior designer and Exhibition Designer when 
required and In SMH’s absence.  
03.06.10 Visit to Click Netherfield factory Edinburgh to agree display case design 
21.07.10 Jetmounter demo Marriott Hotel, Durham 
Cosin (EB)  
The restoration of Cosin’s Library has been brought forward as part of Phase 1. 
The painted friezes have been successfully conserved (paid for with the ICON award money) 
and are presently in store awaiting their final refixing when the work in Cosin’s library is 
complete. The bookcases and attached carvings have been conservation cleaned by the 
conservation department after a days training on site. 
Full condition survey and treatment reports on the restoration work have been prepared in 
partnership with an object conservator, for submission to Listed Building consent, and 
conservation work has begun on the wooden chairs   
Other work will include: 
Installation of conservation heating via an electric heating system. 
Removal of the Pace Chandeliers,1 to be rehung in Castle and 1 to be stored.  
Installation of LED lighting and combined UV filter and mesh blinds  
Restoration of the external stonework 
Restoration of the external doors, floor, bookcases, shield in the lobby, chairs and portraits 
hanging on the balcony.  
Lining the bookcases with acid free millboard and adhesive backed buckram.  
New floor covering for the balcony 
Cleaning, and polishing the balcony and bookcases on the balcony and downstairs.   
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OSR 
No news re the insulation of the heating pipes in the dungeon passage. The Relative humidity 
has been seriously high this summer (74%) in spite of running a dehumidifier during the day. 
This occurred on a day of very high RH externally. The air circulation system in the OSR 
drags air from the dungeon passage so the small dehumidifier in that strongroom is unable to 
cope.  
Rooms 5 & 6 
Continued problems with the air conditioning throughout the year, the condenser freezing up, 
restriction of airflow, and the frost stat operating more frequently than it needs to, which has 
led to unstable conditions in both areas.  
NSR 
17.08.10 New humidifier eventually installed. Malfunction due to room sensor. Unit switched 
off and awaiting installation new room sensor    
 
Disaster Planning (EB) 
The salvage priorities are in the process of being updated. 
3 Pictures from Room 1 (mould removed) EL-J 
11 Books from Bamburgh (mould removed) CD EL-J 
Flood in the Lobby outside Room 6 due to workmen emptying water down pipe ducting in the 
Pace Building calorifier room, in the mistaken belief this was a drain. The carpet outside 
Room 6 and the cupboard contents were soaked.  
19.07.10 Water Main Burst which flooded the Fire Exit lobby to Room 6 and penetrated inside 
the fire exit door. Staff baled out the water inside the room until Estates and Buildings were 
able to clear the Fire Exit Lobby using a pump. RH inside the area was up to 73% and 
temporary dehumidifiers were installed in the fire Exit lobby and the Room 6.  
There is a flood drain in the Fire Exit lobby (and also in the hallway at the entrance to Room 
6) which failed to work. An initial investigation to discover the reason for this has been carried 
out by Estates and Buildings and both flood drains will be surveyed with a camera when the 
work on the boiler house is complete 
 
Cathedral (EB) 
Regular weekly environmental monitoring. 
Detailed  object  by object plan with costings, for the Treasures exhibition demounting 
produced end of August 2009 for a special FAC meeting on 14th September 2009.  
21.10.09 Disaster planning meeting 
14.09 09 FAC meeting 
17.09.09 Meeting Canon Brown re Treasures exhibition 
02.12.09 Work programme for NADFAS  
27.01.10 Disaster planning meeting and update of salvage priorities 
10.02.10 Condition report for loan H.IIIB.4 Breviarium Romanum 1594 to Antwerp. 
13.04.10 Conservator present for handling while filming taking place at the Cathedral 
21.04.10 Disaster planning meeting 
04.05.10 Package watercolour for transport to Newcastle 
11.05.10 Meeting Canon Brown re Collection Care for the Cathedral Library 
12.08.10 Meeting Mary Renner project co-ordinator for the Lindisfarne Gospels loan 
 
Museums (EB) 
16.09.09 Meeting HA re Mummy move and condition reports for Dorman loan 
18.09.09 Unpacking and cleaning mounts for Mummy prior to transfer to cases 
09.10.09 Mountmaking: Condition reporting and mountmaking for the Ibis Mummy 
DUROM.2009.10-73:33 modern prints encapsulated in Melinex.CD 
03.11.09 Object handling Training for the MA Museum Studies Students at the Fulling Mill 
09.11.09 Discuss with LW Stelae mounts 
13 &15.01.10 Mounting Stelae, packing them and Amphora for the Dorman Loan 
               13 Pith Paintings mounted for the exhibition ‘Splendor of the colours’ EL-J 
21.01.10 Meeting HA to look at conservation needs for the Oriental Museum Golden Jubilee 
 exhibition and delivered mounted Pith Paintings 
28.01.10 Specifications for mounts and conservation work for forthcoming exhibitions. 
04.02.10 Dorman Museum supervising unpacking of loan objects and LW making mounts. 
19.02.10 Packing and delivery of objects for conservation to Newcastle 
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25.01.10 Pack Buddha’s head for transport 
03.03.10 Stone conservator GA to look at stone reliefs. Delivery of Buddha’s head to 
Newcastle for Conservation 
22.03.10 Meeting with LW re mounts for Golden Jubilee exhibition.  
30.04.10 Meeting with RE re mounts for Golden Jubilee exhibition; Mount for necklace for 
 Golden Jubilee exhibition EB; Mount 13 paintings for Golden Jubilee exhibition EL-J 
06.08.10 Meeting HA and RE re conservation work for New Egyptian Gallery 
13.08.10 Packing and delivery of objects to Newcastle for conservation 
 
North East Collections Care Framework 
14.07.09 Admin working out budget collecting estimates 
23.07.09 Prep for disaster planning training session 
24.07.09 GNM library disaster planning session 
07.08.09 Trinity House. Charters to framers for estimate and photo for NMCTgrant application 
10.08.09 Trinity House redo some photos of charters 
17.08.09 NECCF management meeting Bowes 
19.08.09 NECCF admin 
16.09.09 RDN update for Renaissance news. Admin for RDN 
17.09.09 Finish RDN update and planning for training etc 
24.09.09 TVLB updating estimates for facsimile rehousing & digitisation costs for grant applic. 
25.09.09 GNM library : condition of books with AF and advice on booklice and handling etc 
3rd Quarter October - December 2009 
06.10.09 T&W fire service to look at training facilities for salvage training, chasing up  

budget for supplies emailing attendees etc 
14.10.09 SVLB - general advice on collection care and offered cleaning training - feb next year 
14.10.09 Write GNM library report with recommendations for handling etc 
15.10.09 Beamish to sort out objects for salavge training and collect salvage supplies for  

regional dumps 
23.10.09 Bookburning and prep for salvage training 
26.10.09 Go through RMs pwrpoint and redo pwrpoints for salvage training 
28.10.09 prep and set up for salvage training 
29.10.09 RDN salvage training 
30.10.09 Clear up salvage training 
11.11.09 Prep for and Management meeting NECCF Bowes 
12.11.09 Admin NECCF claim for last quarter 
15.12.09 Salvage supplies lists and admin for removal to regional dumps 
4th Quarter January - March 2010
07.01.10 Paperwork for RDN salvage supplies  
11.01.10 TWM van collect regional salvage supplies 
08.02.10 SVLB to make arrangements for cleaning training 
19.02.10 Clare Hucklesby - go through work she can do 
22.02.10 Cherryburn training 1 staff bookmounts 
25.02.10 Prep for handling labelling and marking training day  
01.03.10 Prep for labellinga nd marking training 
04.03.10 Meeting RM at TWAM re training day and ordering materials  
08.03.10 Alter training guidelines and ordering materials 
10.03.10 Prep for SVLB cleaning training  
11.03.10 SVLB ship model handling and cleaning training 7 volunteers NECCF orders etc 
1st Quarter April - June 2010 
19.07.10 Berwick Borough Museum: advice on environmental monitoring, use of dataloggers 

 
Staff matters including training 
Termly Conservation Planning Group meetings for all the conservation department 
Attending SC staff meetings EB EL-J. Attending SC Search room meetings EB 
20-22 08.09 Society of Bookbinders Conference, Warwick, EB, CD, EL-J. 
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03.11.09 Society of Archivists Northern Region Conservators Meeting, National Media 
Museum, BradfordCD, EL-J, HP. 
28-29.09.09 First Aid refresher course EL-J 
02.10.09 Society of Bookbinders visit to Durham Cathedral Library and PG Library HP EL-J 
21.10.09 Fire tour HP EL-J, 
21.10.09 History of the Book lecture HP 
22.10.09 Fire tour 5TC EB 
27.10.09 Fire tour CD 
09.11.09 China visit – talk by Craig Barclay EB, EL-J, HP. 
23.11.09 Wood Conservation Cleaning in Cosin’s Library by R Elsey. EB, CD, EL-J, HP. 
11.12.09 Ushaw College visit CD, HP 
17.02.10 Society of Bookbinders visit to Kiplin Hall EL-J, CD. HP 
23.03.10  Visit to Newcastle University SC & Hancock Museum Library EB, EL-J 
25.03.10  Visit to Newcastle University SC and the Hancock Museum Library HP  
21.04.10  Pith Painting workshop NMS EB, EL-J 
29-30.4.10 Society of Bookbinders two day gold-tooling workshop HP, CD 
29.04.10 Ushaw College Tour of the library EB, EL-J 
17.05.10 Society of Archivists northern region conservators meeting at Hull History Centre. 

EB, EL-J, HP 
04.08.10 Writing for the Web EB 
 
Training given  
13.07.09 Elaine Sheldon ICON intern training in parchment repair CD 
06.08.09 Handling training for Search room staff EB 
22.10.09 Fire tour EB 
27.10.09 Fire Tour EB 
05.11.09 Handling training for search room staff EB; Making rollboxes for tithe 
 apportionments for CC 
Other 
11.08.09 Introduction to conservation: James Darby 
14.09.10 ICON Interns regional supervisor Fiona McAlister  
08.10.09  Introduction to conservation SR staff & CC.  
25.01.10  Visit from the Museum and Artefact students 
03.03.10  Hannah Urquhart from Archaeology MA conservation Introduction to paper 
conservation 
19.03.10  Work experience student visit Sarah Pearson 
23.06.10 Hannah Urquhart advice sought on conservation of paper label on tin 
13.07.10 Work experience student visit Rachel Walker 
 
Shakespeare First Folio (EB)  
Condition checked when the First Folio was returned to UK  
Photography of the ‘cut’ for evidence to be used by Anthony West. 
Responsible for handling volume when required for examination by expert witnesses on 5 
occasions, and at press conference.  
3 statements provided to police 
Present with First Folio in Newcastle Law court for 4 days and called as an expert witness. 
 
Liz Branigan 
24.08.10 
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HC Annual Report 2009/2010 

APPENDIX G: University Museums Report  
1 Summary 
The past year has again been extremely busy for the museums, and significant 
increases in both in levels of academic support provided and in visitor numbers have 
been recorded each site.  Visits to the Oriental Museum totalled 19,263 (16,808 in 
2008-09) and to the Old Fulling Mill 11,385 (8,573 in 2008-09).  Web page requests 
for the Oriental Museum totalled 125,725 (103,584 in 2008-09) and for the Old 
Fulling Mill 91,053 (66,578 in 2008-09).  
 
Further good news was received in June 2010, when HEFCE announced its 
commitment to fund the Oriental Museum to the tune of £80K in the year 2010-11.  
This was absolutely excellent news, and the best we dared hope for in the current 
financial climate.  HEFCE further intend that this level of funding will form the basis 
for our grant allocation for the following five years, although this may be reduced if 
central government funding of HEFCE is cut. 
 
Much effort has again been directed at major project work, with the planning for a 
second new  Egyptology Gallery and new Chinese displays being particular priorities.  
New displays were also created in celebration of the Oriental Museum’s 50th 
Anniversary in May 2010 and a book celebrating the treasures of the museum was 
launched by the Chancellor, Bill Bryson, in June.   
 
2 Academic Support 
A broad range of academic support activities were conducted throughout the year.  
Highlights included: 
 
Placements & Projects: 

• With extensive input from student volunteers, the Samian project has now 
created ca. 3,377 records. Peter Webster gave a training session on rubbings 
on 20/11/2009. 

• The programme of work on the collection of human remains has progressed. 
A second student volunteer with expertise in human osteology has been 
recruited. The human remains at the OFM are being repacked, marked and 
catalogued in detail. Discussions on future research developments with 
Professor Charlotte Roberts (DU Archaeology). 

• 26 postgraduate students are carrying out an environmental monitoring 
project at OFM. Tiny tag data-loggers have been placed in several rooms. 

• Project to catalogue the OM library is nearing completion. All books have 
been sorted and re-shelved by Dewey. A large team of student placements 
has been appropriately trained and is undertaking this work. 

• A project to develop the OM’s catalogue of Gandharan sculpture has been 
initiated in collaboration with Professor Conningham, Christopher Davis 
(Archaeology Dept Doctoral Fellow) and a team of student volunteers.  It is 
intended to place the final catalogue on-line. 

• MA Museum and Artefect Studies students worked with museum project team 
to create a section of the Golden Jubilee exhibition based on visitor feedback.   

• Five DU students have been given volunteer placements and received 
inductions and appropriate training from the Collections Manager. 

• OFM has hosted four work placement students from local schools and 
colleges, whilst a further two have were placed at the OM. Sarah Price 
shadowed by student who hopes to take up a place on the Museum & 
Artefact Studies course in 2010-11. 



 

• John Roxborough  in discussion with S. Andsell (E&B) and G. Gasper (DU 
History Dept.) regarding the proposed refurbishment of OFM’s garden as a 
teaching resource for the department and schools. Provisional plans have 
been drawn up, funding in place.    

Teaching & Outreach: 
• Teaching and practical sessions delivered for Archaeology courses on 

numismatics for the MA in Museum and Artefact studies course. 
• The Deputy Curator gave a lecture and tour of the OM for Newcastle 

University Museum Studies students on curating a world collection.   
• Curator delivered talks on the Duke of Northumberland to the Friends of 

Sunderland Museums and to Spennymoor Probus Club. 
• Curator delivered a talk on civilian bravery to residents at Christ’s Hospital in 

Sherburn.  A party of residents subsequently visited the Oriental Museum. 
• Curator gave a talk on Japan and tea at Butterwick Hospice fundraising event 

held at Wynyard Hall to an audience of 58 Japanese and 120 British ladies.  
• Deputy Curator gave a lecture to the Friends of the OM on the origins and 

history of the museum and consultation on plans for redisplaying the 
permanent galleries, repeated at the April staff meeting.  

• Deputy Curator gave a public talk on history of Japanese erotic art at a 
Northern Lights Film Festival event hosted by OM.  

Research: 
• Samian collection and the Stanfield rubbings - 1 researcher. 
• Egyptian collection – 3 researchers; staff of Manchester Museum; Discussion 

with Manchester University regarding setting up a research project on the 
OM’s two child mummies. .  

• Worked closely with colleagues at Centre for Study of the Ancient 
Mediterranean and Near East (CAMNE).   

• 75 pieces from the OM’s near Eastern collection to be placed online in 
international research project by UCLA Cuneiform Digital Library Initiative.   

• OM working with Hethitologieportal to put Hittite collections on-line.  
• Successful visit by Prof. Cheng Cunjie of Guangzhou Museum (PRC)  
•  Researchers looked at Indian miniature paintings and objects from Lachish.  

 
3 Visits 
As stated above, visits to both sites increased on last year,  Visits to the Oriental 
Museum totalled 19,263 (16,808 in 2008-09) and to the Old Fulling Mill 11,385 (8,573 
in 2008-09).   
 
Oriental Museum 
Aug. 2009   1889 
Sept. 2009  1520 
Oct. 2009  1546 
Nov. 2009   2219 
Dec. 2009   791 
Jan. 2010  572 
Feb. 2010  2787  
Mar. 2010   1890 
Apr. 2010   1182 
May 2010  1861 
Jun. 2010   1627 
July 2010   1379 
 
Old Fulling Mill Museum 
Aug. 2009   1207 

Sept. 2009  1068 
Oct. 2009  1110 
Nov. 2009   913 
Dec. 2009   302 
Jan. 2010  107 
Feb. 2010  812 
Mar. 2010   1338 
Apr. 2010   1341 
May 2010  1319 
Jun. 2010   1079 
July 2010  789 
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4 Exhibitions 

Oriental Museum 
• Manhua: Chinese Comics Now: Graphic art from East Asia (May-Sept. 2009). 
• ‘The Splendor of the Colors’: Chinese watercolour paintings on pith paper  

(Jan- Mar. 2010). 
• ‘India through photography: two times, two photographers- Samuel Bourne - 

Xavier Guégan’: This exhibition, a collaboration with Northumbria University 
and the British Library, brings together copies of Bourne's original 
photographs together with images taken by Guégan.  (March - May 2010).   

• ‘Seek knowledge even as far as China': a celebration of 50 years of the 
Oriental Museum, Durham (29th May - 26th September 2010). 

• ‘Collected Impressions’: MA Museum & Artefact Studies degree exhibition 
(May-Oct 2010) 

Old Fulling Mill 
• ‘Once Upon a Time: Stories from Ancient Greece’: MA Museum & Artefact 

Studies degree exhibition (June-Sept. 2009) 
• ‘Age of the Dinosaurs’: A child-centred exhibition created in collaboration with 

Stevenage Museum and Durham University department of Earth Sciences 
(Sept.- Dec. 2009) 

• ‘Pitmen Painters’:  An exhibition showcasing the coal mining paintings of well 
known local artists such as Norman Cornish and Tom McGuiness.  (Feb - 
June 2010). 

• ‘Rivers, Myths and Monsters’: MA Museum & Artefact Studies degree 
exhibition (June-Sept 2010) 

 
5 Events 

• The manga artist Nana Li hosted two well-attended practical workshops at the 
OM (Oct. 2009).   

• Colin Huehns of the Royal Academy of Music performed a selection of pieces 
on the Er-hu (Chinese stringed instrument at the OM (Jan 2010).  He has 
subsequently entered into initial discussions with the OM re the possibility of 
collaborating with the RAM to record a CD at the museum. 

• The OM acted as a venue for a one off lecture by Sam Moorhead (Portable 
Antiquities Scheme) from the British Museum organised in conjunction with 
the local metal detecting society.  

• Chinese New Year/half term family activities – visitor figures at the OM were 
comparable with last year but at the OFM were almost double 2009 figures.  
Chinese Lantern Festival – more than 200 visitors attended, with people 
queuing before opening as last year.   

• A special evening event was staged as part of the Northern Lights Film 
Festival including a display of Japanese shunga and introductory talk, 
followed by a screening of the controversial Japanese film, In the Realm of 
the Senses, and a lecture by a film studies professor from Leeds University.  
Not very well attended but very positive feedback from those who did come.   

• Both museums participated in Heritage Open Days on 11-12 September.  The 
OM participated for the first time.  

Regular events  
• Family activities – the regular programme of family activities has been 

expanded and experimented with over the course of the year to find the best 
approach for each museum:   

• At the Old Fulling Mill activities are staged every Saturday and Sunday, on 
bank holidays and on Tuesdays and Thursdays during school holidays.  
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Topics included Henry VIII, Ancient Greece, the Art of the Book, and mosaic 
making. 

• At the OM, organised activities are confined to school holidays (when they are 
scheduled for Wednesdays and Fridays) and to bank holidays.  Holiday 
activities staged at the Oriental Museum included ‘The Very Hungry Silkworm’ 
and Egyptian mummy-making 

Participation in regional/national events:  
• Festival of British Archaeology - a series of seven different events were 

delivered at the OFM, in collaboration with staff and students from DU 
Archaeology Department (July- Aug. ’09).  

• Vampire Writing Club and Twilight Quiz events were staged at the OM as part 
of the Durham Book Festival (Oct 2009).   

• A selection of treasures from the Oriental Museum’s collection have been 
selected for incorporation into the BBC/British Museum’s A History of the 
World project. 

• BBC Relic: Guardians of the Museum – the OM agree to create a family trail 
around the OM based on this popular children’s television series.   

• A special evening event was staged as part of the Northern Lights Film 
Festival including a display of Japanese shunga and introductory talk, 
followed by a screening of the controversial Japanese film, In the Realm of 
the Senses, and a lecture.   

 
6 Acquisitions 

• The Curator donated a pair of lacquer sake bowls; two sets of original artwork 
for a Japanese TV anime series entitled UFO Baby; a collection of North 
Vietnamese banners, flags and medals; a small collection of coins, banknotes 
and flags from the Central Asian Republics; and selection of 19th century 
Chinese watercolours on pith paper. 

• A small collection of Chinese watercolours on pith paper was donated by Ifan 
Williams. 

• A selection of items, including archaeological materials, geological 
specimens, Coptic textile fragments and a pair of cuneiform inscribed tablets 
were acquired by transfer from Durham Learning Resources. 

• A book of remembrance and framed embroidery commemorating the May 
2009 earthquake in Sichuan were presented by Dr Timothy Sim (Hong Kong 
Polytechnic University) and Mr Huiquan Chen (Chengdu University). 
  

7 Loans 
• 48 objects were lent to the Archaeology Department to support the MA in 

Museum and Artefact Studies  
• Two coins were loaned to Rob Witcher for a Centre for Life lecture 
• A substantial loan of Egyptian objects was made to the Dorman Museum.  

This involved creating new mounts for stelae and an ibis mummy.    
• A loan of 25 Chinese objects was made to Sunderland Museum and Winter 

Gardens.  The objects supported the British Museum touring exhibition, 
China: A Journey to the East. 

• A loan of a Hiroshige fan to the Laing Art Gallery has been completed. 
 

8 Collections Management & Documentation 
• 2009 accession registers have been printed and put in a temporary file. 

Security copies have been produced and deposited at the Library. 
• Support was provided for the redisplay of both lower Chinese gallery  and for 

temporary exhibitions. 
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• Embroiderers’ Guild members continue to work on basic conservation of the 
OM textiles collection, 1 or 2 days per month.  

• A project has begun to catalogue the Oriental Museum library. All books have 
been sorted and re-shelved by Dewey decimal classifications. Detailed 
classification work and cataloguing has continued.  

• ADLIB data-cleaning continues. 
• A new group of 3 archaeology students has begun a project re-cataloguing 

the Gandharan collection. 
• The Samian project has continued cataloguing and has now created ca. 

3,592 records.  
• The documentary archive project is continuing. The Birley archive drawings 

are being repacked and catalogued. 
 

9 Major Projects 
• Office accommodation in Elvet Hill House was totally reorganised. 
• Plans are underway to reorganise the education space at the Oriental 

Museum. 
• Planning was undertaken for a refit of the Oriental Museum’s shop, reception 

and café which is due to be implemented in late 2010.  
• Designation Development Fund: The Oriental Museum has been awarded a 

grant of £100,000 by the Designation Development Fund (DDF). The OM  
grant will be used to update and improve the documentation and display of its 
collections of Chinese art and archaeology.  Only 26 museums have received 
grants, with the grant given to Durham being the largest sum awarded. 

• Egypt Education Gallery: Work has progressed on planning for the OM’s new 
Egyptology Gallery (DCMS/Wolfson funded).  Due to open early 2011.   

• The new book, Treasures of the Oriental Museum, was written, published and 
went on sale for sale at summer Congregation. 

 
10 Partnerships 

• Physics:  Initial discussions on ways to support the department in its efforts to 
create an astronomical display at Durham Observatory. 

• Active participation in the CHINDEU online art project. 
• Ongoing partnership with UEA in the ArtWorld online project 
• The Oriental Museum museum has also recently facilitated digital access to a 

range of key objects through the Virtual Collection of Masterpieces project  
• The Deputy Curator was appointed to serve on the committee of the 

University Museums Group. 
• The Curator joined a British Council/FCO delegation visiting Chinese 

museums in October 2009.  
 
11 Marketing 

• Production of new What’s On Visitor Attractions leaflet, highlighting family 
events at the OM, OFM and Botanic Garden from April to September.   

• Rachel Grocke contributed to an article for the BBC e-newsletter sent to all 
museums participating in the AHOW regarding the Relic trails.  This article 
has since been circulated more widely via the Culture 24 website.   

• The websites were regulary updated .  A Golden Jubilee section was added 
to OM website to highlight all of the Jubilee events, the exhibition and the 
Treasures book.  New Golden Jubilee header added to the front page of the 
OM website.   

• Both museums have been inspected and retained VAQAS approved status.   
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12 Retail  
Oriental Museum 

• The Museum finished on £28,194, -13% on target, and -4% on last year; this 
was an improvement of the -9% position at March. 

• A shift was seen towards lower priced goods, which is reflected by the 
average spend: £6.69 rather than the £7.77 

• Conversion rate was steady, however, at 24% vs 25% of last year.  This 
shows that the same amount of customers are willing to spend, but they are 
spending less.  The Museum has therefore introduced a greater proportion of 
“pocket money” lines, to reflect this trend. 

•  As projected, sales were very strong when the weather improved - in July 
they were +48% on last year, but did not compensate for the -47% in January 
and the generally poor winter sales. 

• Focus was put onto clearance lines in order to remove old stock in 
preparation for the new OM shop (now scheduled to open 2011). 

• The OM Treasures book has sold steadily online, and was well-promoted at 
the Garden Party and Graduation.  Sales of the Library Treasures book have 
also been bolstered. 

• The Retail Office now has full access to the budget management information, 
and will be taking the lead with quarterly forecasts and budget management. 

Old Fulling Mill Museum 
• The shop finished on £7149, + 13% on target and +41% on last year. 
• ATV was £4.39, down from £5.15 last year, mirroring the trend at the Oriental 

Museum. 
•  Conversion was 19%, up from 15% last year. 
• Stagnant shop stock has been relocated to the Botanic Garden, which has a 

higher turnover, which has allowed the Mill to trial new product lines. 
 
13 Staff & Staff Development 

• The Curator was appointed to a ‘panel of experts’ established to review the 
Commonwealth Association of Museums Distance Learning Program 
(Canada). 

• The Curator visited China as part of a British Council Delegation.  Museums 
in Beijing, Xi’an, Hangzhou and Guangzhou were visited and a paper 
delivered at a seminar staged in Beijing. 

• Three staff members visited The Great North Museum to review the 
Egyptology gallery. 

• Three staff members visited Manchester Museum as part of a training/fact 
finding day focused on the redisplay of our schools Egyptology gallery. 

• Charlotte Spink has been elected to the committee of the Architectural & 
Archaeological Society of Durham & Northumberland. 

•  
14 Friends 

• The Oriental Museum Friends group continues to thrive. 
• The decision was reluctantly taken to wind up the Old Fulling Mill Museum 

Friends group since no members volunteered for committee duties. 
 
15 Miscellaneous 

• Access to the Old Fulling Mill Museum from Palace Green was briefly 
restored, but shortly thereafter curtailed as a result of emergency building 
work.  

 
Craig Barclay 
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APPENDIX H: Heritage Collections Action Plan 2009/2010 
 Objectives and deliverables Lead Others 

involved 
End date Progress 

Strategic priority 1: provide services and resources to support the research ambitions of the University 
Issue 1: Sustaining investment in information resources 

 Objective: To maintain excellent levels of investment in information resources and to purchase strategically electronic resources 
Target Be alert to all opportunities to acquire 

new special collections.  
SMH/CB  Ongoing SC Acquisition of: Butler letter; 

Stainer Archive; Allegri Quartet 
archive;  
In progress: Sound & Music; 
Newman survey papers. 
Discussion over NE politicians 
papers set in train. 
UM: Acquisition of: significant 
collection of Vietnamese textiles 
In progress: visit by Barlow 
Trustees re ceramic collection  and 
presentation delivered in London – 
decision pending 

Issue 3: Extending the training portfolio for researchers
 Objective: To develop and enhance the training offered to researchers and academic staff so that they acquire the skills necessary 

for advanced study and to exploit new sources of information. 
Target Approach new departments that are 

not traditional users of museums and 
special collections 

SP/CB  Ongoing New orgnisation for delivering 
academic support in SC with 
upgrading of AHF and appointment 
of FG. Opportunities actively 
sought with Earth Sciences, 
Geography and Engineering in UM.  
This to be expanded in next year 
with restructuring of Education 
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Dept to release SP’s time. 
Issue 5: Digital repository development 

 Objective: Launch the digital repository as a working service populated with appropriate content 
Target Identify and load further appropriate 

content into ENDURE 
RH  Ongoing All JISC SAD digitised project 

material loaded and content of 
most of archive catalogues now in 
repository and served to the web 
using XML. SAD photos partially 
loaded. 

 Issue 6: Sudan Archive cataloguing and digitisation project 
 Objective: To enhance access to the Sudan Archive through cataloguing and digitisation of unrecorded collections 

Target Complete 1 year JISC Sudan 
Digitistion project 

SMH JRH/RH/CC Done JISC SAD project completed to 
time and target. More content than 
predicted included. Printed 
material loaded on web. Solution to 
loading of maps on web in hand 
with upgrade of PinP software. 

Target Complete 2 year cataloguing and 
digitisation Wood project 

JRH JB/RH/CC Sep 2011 9 collections completed including 
from the Egyptian affairs  and 
personal papers of Sir Reginald 
Wingate (1861-19530 (45 boxes); 
papers of Richard Hill (1929-49) (17 
boxes);post-1957 papers of M.W. 
Daly (5 boxes). 

Target To get digital images from Sudan 
Archive included in Euopeana 
database  

SMH JRH/RH Done “European Encounters” bid written 
at very short notice by end of May. 
Consortium includes SOAS, 
Aberdeen, Portugal, Latvia, 
Norway, Spain, led by France. 
Would achieve digitisation of 
cinefilms and photography and 
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cataloguing of objects. Awaiting 
results. 

Issue 7: Strengthen links with academic departments 
 Objectives: Develop stronger links with academic departments 

                    Improve online visibility of collections in order to stimulate research 
Target Work with AS team to raise profile of 

research support provided by Library 
SMH/SGS SP/AS team  Produced joint paper for LSG  for 

distribution through DU research 
support channels 

Target Provide access to resources and staff 
expertise in support of research 
council bids made by academic staff 

    

 1. Support Adrian Green's Probate 
administration bid to ESRC 

SMH AJG/FG Dec 10 Meeting Oct 09 reported 
background preparation. Bid to be 
written for submission 2010. Dec 
09. No further progress.June 2010 

 2. Support Richard Gameson's 
Durham Illuminations bid to AHRC 

SMH RH Sep 10 Bid turned down by AHRC but RG 
encouraged to resubmit in 
summer. 

Target Develop partnership working with 
Archaeology Dept on national public 
access projects  

SMH/CB  Ongoing Discussions with CMRS on 
development of OFM garden. Dec 
09. 

Target Develop further events in 
museums/libraries with Physics Dept 

CB/SP  Ongoing No progress. Dec 09. 

Strategic priority 2: Support the distinctive learning experience at Durham 
Issue 5: Expand use of collections to provide unique learning experience 

 Objectives: To ensure that Durham students benefit from access to the special collections and museum materials during their degree 
studies; 
To improve the internal profile of collections. 

Target Increase the numbers of display 
classes, seminars and visits held for 
undergraduate students in museums 
and special collections 

SP MSM(rep) Ongoing 26 display classes held this year 
for postgraduates and 
undergraduates and potential 
students. History, English, 
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Philosophy, Archaeology, Physics. 
Target Target a wider variety of academic 

departments for collections based 
teaching 

SP/CB MSM(rep) Ongoing UM: Arrangements made for 
Geography class at OM. Created 
new library, volunteer work space 
and seminar room at OM and 
reorder Education Room. Books 
being catalogued on OPAC.  
SC: Contact made with 
Archaeology to resume history of 
buildings class.

Target Publish Treasures of the Oriental 
Museum 

CB/RG  Done Copies expected June. To be 
launched at VC’s Garden Party 

Target Work with University marketing office 
to ensure that heritage collections are 
well represented in relevant literature 
and promotional events. 

RG  Ongoing Participation in 2009 Durham Book 
Festival (OM); December 2009 
Festival (SC). SMH assisting with 
organisation of Castle guided 
tours. UM activities included in DU 
leaflet and online What’s On. HC 
work highlighted in VC’s garden 
party. 

Strategic objective 3: Contribute to the University’s regional, national and international roles 
Issue 1:  Museums gallery development 

 Objective: To continue the programme of gallery improvement at the Oriental Museum (partly dependent on the success of an 
application to the DCMS/Wolfson fund) 

Target Completion of the next phase of 
improvements by July 2010. 

CB/Dep 
Curator 

RG/LW Ongoing Wolfson grant bid sucesssful. 
Plans in place for redisplay of 
second Egyptian gallery. MLA 
Designation development grant 
£100K to redisplay China 
collections. May 2010. 

 Objective: To improve public gallery displays in the Old Fulling Mill Museum 
 Completion of the next phase of CB RG/LW Ongoing First floor gallery improved ahead 
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improvements by July 2010. of Pitman Painters exhibition. 
Showcases recycled from PG. 

Issue 2:  Development of the Old Fulling Mill. 
 Objective: To incorporate fully the Fulling Mill cottage as part of the Old Fulling Mill museum, to provide Improved school visit 

facilities.  
Target Premises taken over and fitted out by 

July 2010 (subject to E & B space 
committee approval) 

CB  Ongoing No progress.  

Issue 3: Support of cultural events as part of the cultural strategy. 
 Objective:  Provide premises and access to resources to support University participation in national cultural and learning initiatives. 

Target Take lead role in delivery of regional 
Stories of the World project in 
partnership with NE Museums Hub 

SP/RG  Jul 11 School students recruited. Grant-
funded staff post for delivery to be 
recruited June. To start work asap 

Target  Identify appropriate forthcoming 
national programmes 

SMH CB/SP Ongoing Quality Badge for Learning outside 
the Classroom achieved for all 
sites. Application for Arts Award 
Welcome scheme successful. 
Application for working with 
Science & Technology MLA project 
successful. Bid for MLA funded 
joint NE archives education project 
ARC led by Durham UL successful. 

Target Develop associated events, 
exhibitions, activities and work with 
key players involved in relevant 
programmes eg. the Durham Book 
Festival October 2009, 2009 Year of 
Astronomy, Festival of British 
Archaeology etc. 

SMH CB/SP Ongoing 2009 Durham book Festival (UM); 
2009 December Festival – retail 
(UM) Treasures sessions (SC). WH 
day participation. Planning for 
2010 Book Festival – participation 
in DU’s Royal Society celebration. 

Target Maintain existing cultural links and 
establish a range of new partnerships.

SMH CB/SP/RG Done Visit by CB to China as part of Arts 
Council delegation created very 
useful links already followed up for 
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visiting pith paintings and 
photographic exhibitions and visit 
by Prof Cheng Cunjie of 
Guangzhou Museum 

Target Raise profile of UM through 
participation in BBC/British Museum’s 
History of the World  

CB RG Done Servant girl statue chosen as one 
of iconic objects in provices. 

Issue 4: University exhibitions officer 
 Objectives: To support creation of a post of university exhibitions officer to co-ordinate exhibitions across the University; 

To manage the new exhibition space in Palace Green; 
To organise travelling exhibitions nationally and internationally; 
To improve the network of cultural linkages and partnerships. 

Target Work with Exhibitions officer  SMH CB Ongoing Exhibitions Officer Julie 
Biddlecomebe-Brown (JBB) 
recruited and began work June 
2010. Assisted DARO with bid for 
Foyle Trust funding and to host 
events and visits for donors for PG 
project. 

Issue 5:  Expanded outreach programme. 
 Objectives: Closer working partnerships with regional schools and improved online learning resources; 

Heritage Collections education department (Museums and Archives) to have a joint working strategy for expanded schools and 
lifelong learners' programme; 
Integration of Heritage Collections education offer into university educational outreach strategy as part of the University's expanded 
schools outreach; 
Contribution to World Heritage Site outreach. 

Target Enhanced online presence SP  Ongoing JR creating more web presence. 
Dec 09 

Target Targeted programme for differential 
approach to different age groups, with 
online shared lesson plan and more 
visits to secondary schools 

SP  Ongoing Team creation of shared plans for 
lessons begun. Opportunity to 
restructure education team 
through retirement to employ 
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assistants to deliver sessions. 
June 2010 

Target Liaise with the Dean for Educational 
Outreach, Communications 
Department, Cultural Strategy group 
and any other university group 
concerned with schools' liaison 

SP  Ongoing Contacted Dean for Educ. 
Outreach about liaison work. 
Contact with Geography Dept and 
AHRC project on Roman Wall and 
co-operation from now on. SMH  
and JBB now on Cultural Strategy 
Group.  

Target Support work of WHS steering group 
creating visitor centre and visitor 
information as well as schools work 

SMH CB/SP Ongoing SP worked with Cathedral 
Education Officer to provide 
children’s activities on World 
Heritage Day. 

Strategic objective 4:  Development of Library infrastructure 
Issue 3:  Palace Green project initiation 
 Objective: To complete phase 1 of the Palace Green project 
Target Handover to the University of 

repurposed accommodation, summer 
2010 

JP/SMH/EB  Jan 2011 SMH, EB, JP, JBB heavily involved 
in planning and design with 
participation of CB when available. 
Conservation of panel paintings in 
Cosin’s Library completed. 
Conservation heating to be 
installed summer 2010. 
Construction of Wolfson Hall 
underway. 

Strategic objective 5: Development of Library staff and processes 
Issue 1:  Web site revision 
 To complete the restructuring and revision of the Library web site content, following the introduction of a new home page; 

Improve and expand the 4Schools educational element of the website. 
Target Participate in planning of website 

revision 
Web Steering 
Group 

SMH, RH Ongoing RH involved in meetings.  

Target Continue improvement of SC pages RH SMH Ongoing ASC Collections pages 
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restructured. Worked with History 
Dept to create targeted research 
pages. To roll this out to other 
departments next year. 

Target Continue improvement of UM pages RG  Ongoing Other priorities at present. Events 
pages kept up to date.  

Target Create more 4schools web packages 
especially for museums 

SP JR Ongoing JR working on material to upload 
to support OFM work. 

Strategic objective 6: Divisional issues 
Issue 4:  AHRC funding 
 Objectives: 

To ensure that an appropriate funding stream replacing the AHRC core support for university museums and galleries is in place.  
Target Participate in HEFCE consultation 

with a view to securing funding 
stream 

JP SMH/CB Ongoing Application sent off for 
continuation funding. Still  
awaiting result. June 2010 

Target Agree appropriate budget for the 
Museums, August 2010 

JP SMH/CB Ongoing CB & SMH working on different 
scenarios for funding. Dec 09. 

Sheila Hingley  27/6/09 rev. 15/12/09; 08/06/10 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


